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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, FRIDAY, OCTOBER 3, 191Z,
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Glorietta battle field, etc.
loss would stand practically nnchang-also a former parliamentary clerk of hewever, the friends of the adminis-,- j i;tt dubs" In St. Louis, by filing q""to this cit
125,000 Envelopes.
debeen
had
ed. Eight drownings
report
the house, upheld Mr. Underwood, as tration bill recognize that sentiment is warranto uroceedintb against the St.
i..t.n at once to the fed ""i The tndtres arrived at their
nvi
"And then wp should not foreet the
ed.
cisions only after lengthy day
did the majority of the Democrats. divided on the Democratic side over Louis club, the Missouri Athletic club era building and his custody transLake Charles. La.. Oct. 3. Flood envelopes of which we have ordered
HI1U
HlUl Hltllt SOSSIOUS.
liril nit"
aiotac Mufunal
Underwood and Crisp insisted that the many provisions of the measure. It Is t'liu H,
....v..u AscilPln. . Mr mm ,tit n.,!,J
i ti ivm omiro
ill: D....'n..-.,,iii.i.,.i Fit.
less than 125,000. This envelope
uicnuj WnrboPB'
winning numbers were finally de- V conditions continued to improve here win
SraithLever amendment still remain- believed that an exodus of senators t;on of Missouri, to compel them to ward C. Schmidt. It was announced
make even tne Ban Diego exposi-wertoday. Calcasieu river and the lake
cided upon the banks had closed,
ed to be acted on, while Representa- from Washington will follow the sign- show why their charters should not be that Davis will be kept in the federal
in tion green envelope clever as it is
Business
to
the
get
receding.
it
slowly
fedimpossible
the
of
making
tives Hinds, Sherley and FitzGerald ing of the tariff bill and that any con- revoked.
building until the meeting
the city, however, still is practically j turn a shade greener with envy! The
sealed envelopes containing the
held that by receding from the Clarke templated action Involving the full
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conFirst
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The senate committee today
dynamiter
McManigal, the
cants without a state license.
Speaker Clark held that unless the
'flood will fall on the rice crop.
designed to portray Santa Fe as the
names will appear in the New
who testified for the federal governl.cuse receded from the compromise tinued to hear members of delegations
oldest as well as the most interesting
Mexican tomorrow.
r
ment in the dynamite conspiracy trial
cf the
amendment, as the of small bankers of the south and the life IMPRISONMENT IS
FIRE CAUSES $5,000 DAMAGE
city in the Vnited States a ready-mad- e
t
There were no less than sixty
BY JURY, here last fall.
RECOMMENDED
senate did, the two branches of con- middle west discuss the admlnistra- IN BEECHER'S CHURCH
corn
the
exposition city which has come
and
selected
treasur
designs
Harrv Jones, secretary and
Edwin
McMorriea, of
tion bill.
Bartlesville, Okla., Oct. 3. The jury
gress would not be in accord.
New York, Oct. 3. Fire broke out undisturbed down the centuries.'
contest
Mr. Underwood's motion to recede Medldian, Miss., and W. F. McCaleh, jn the case of Mrs. Laura M. Reuter, er of the International Association of. et mittee in charge of the
"A hundred merchants and individ-l.al- s
today in Plymouth Church, Brooklyn,
feel much pleased at the keen
from the cotton futures amendment of San Antonio, Texas, endorsed the charged with murdering her husband, Bridge and Structural Iron Workers,
is
The
$5,000
church
in Santa Fe have subscribed for
damage.
excellent
causing
the
and
shown
interest
who was arrested here yesterday and
was then carried without a roll call, general purposes of the bill, but sug- a prominent attorney at Tulsa,
one of the most famous in Creator these envelopes in lots of 500 to 5000
ideas turned iu.
a number of amendments tolhoma, last year, returned a verdict of released on $10,000 bond, was at his
with practically no negative votes.
New York, and its pulpit was once oc"This bill Is of too vast importance make the proposed system more at-- guilty today, and recommended life office today but again refused to make
cupied by Henry Ward Beecher.
(Continued on page eight).
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SOMEDONT'S

First
3
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For Stomach and Liver Sufferers.
Don't take medicine for your
ailments morning, noon and night,
as usually such medicine only gives
temporary relief and simply digest
the food that happens to be in the
Stomach.
Don't permit a surgical operation
There is always serious danger in op- -

In

now nranharrioc
ui niiuui i luo .
Maui

!

JUDGE

COLLINS

FILES REPORT

OCTOBER

FRIDAY,

Boils Are a

3, 1913.

EGG
PRODUCERS
Green Cut Bone and
cwt.

Bad Indication

Oyster Shells
Meat Scraps, F.
Ground Charcoal,

No Time Should be Lost in
Purifying Your Blood.

Meat, $3.50 per
$2.50 " "
lb.
$ .05 "
'
. . $ .03 "

...

.
Poultry and Stock FoodComposed
of Corn, Bran, Oats and Alfalfa,

INR.R.CASE

ftaf ruli
IVH.
Iw ptl
GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE
)

C( QC

I

N 20 TYPEWRITTEN PAGES SPECIAL
knife can be avoided if the right
MASTER IN ALBUQUERQUE
remedy is taken in time.
Don't go around with a foul smelling
BRANCH
MEXICO
OF NEW
breath caused by a disordered Stom- of!
CENTRAL
LITIGATION
OUTLINES
to
the
discomfort
ach and Liver,
those you come In contact with.
HIS FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS.
f you are a Stomach Sufferer don't
think you cannot be helped, probably
At the first
of pimples and
worse cases than yours have been re- The report of Hon. Lorin C. Collins, twins i no immu siioiiiu ue given a good
Intern. Iiaili with H. 8. S, the
referee and special master in the r; arching liluod
;Mu.eu uy
pur Hut known to mnn.
neniKu v.
This remarkable remedy has the peculiar
Albuquerque Kastern branch of the
Most stomach ailments are mainly New Mexico Central litigation made rw'tfon u soaking through the intestines
directly into the blood, in a few minutes
condition. to
caused by a catarrhal
Judge K. C. Abbott has been tiled
influence i at work in every artery,
Mayr's Wonderful Stomach Itemedy with the clerk of the district court. vi'iu and tiny capillary. Every membrane.
!not onlv removes the catarrhal mu- - lie
or the body, every emunetory
report covers a score or more vwry urpan
in effect u filter to strain the
(cous, but allays the chronic inflama-N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
of impurities. The stimulating prop- pages.
closely
typewritten
tomd
tion and assists In rendering the
liver,
are as follows: i v tics or w. is, ts. cnnipei totueallskin,
Important
findings
tract
ODS, Electricity plays a most impointestinal
and
to
work
kucIs, kidneys, btudder,
alimentary
Thirty third. That on March 3n, ti .f one end of wist in? out every Irrlrtant part. The grandfather would
to
atom of
overy
1,ftI). tIle 'ew Mexico Central Railroad
'mnrveimiH kupcpbs
it dislodges
all
'
by irrigation
of
did
authorize
the
company
bonding
be amazed at the radiance of the mod-hoin the
causes acid
PHONE 85 MAIN.
t suffer constant pain and agony
t. road In the .um of two m.llion Ave accretions to dissolve, joints,
renders them neuland allow your stomach
ailments
,0
ern
and why all this light? To
WHOLESALE
thousand dollars first mort tral and scatters those peculiar formaphysically undermine your health. No
tions In the skin that cause bolls and
AND RETAIL
bonds, and in the further sum of other
skin eruptions.
more homelike to make
make
the
home
matter how severe your case may bel
five hundred thousand dolAnd best of all, this remarkable remedy
FACTORY WOOD in,na hnw inn,? vnn have Rnffpred nne "w0 million
SWASTIKA LUMP
is welcome to the weakest stomach. In a
home
most
the
the
bonds
second
;
said
that
pleasant spot on earth
mortgage
wnnrtorfi Btnmnh
very brief time S. 8. 8. has the reconSAWED WOOD
mortgage was duly made, executed and structive
CERRILLOS LUMP
process so under control that all
for
and
mother
children. Good light
Remedy should convince you that you recorded
father,
in the respective counties in eruptive places heal.
CORD WOOD
to nealtli
can be restored
STEAM COAL
again.
ft.
Vou
can
8.
8.
store.
at
get
on
any
drug
New
is
of
Mexico
the
the
state
that easy
eyes is very much te be
through Rewars of any effort to sell yon
Mayr's Wonderful Stomach Remedy
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
something
If yours is
has been taken and is highly recom-- i winch the said road ran, and was claimed to he "just as good.
desired.
& S. F. Railroad Depot
una yon ntnirp niTi
Montezuma Avenue, near A.,
of Congress,! made pursuant to the contract with u fd'i'ii iiiir cHse me
mended by Member
vo-vice, write in
Justices of the Supreme Court, Edu- the Dominion Construction company Swift llldg., Atlanta, G&. jspcciuc
cators, Lawyers, Merchants, Bankers, an fully evidencel by the instrument
Doctors, Druggists, Nurses, Manufac- of January fi, 1909, executed by said Albuquerque Eastern Railway
turers, Priests, Ministers, Farmers construction company and the New
Mexico Central Railroad company.
"3. That a decree of sale of the Al-- ;
and people in all walks of life.
Send for FREE valuable booklet on
"Thirty fourth. That long prior to
Railway company's
Stomach Ailments to Geo. H. Mayr, tbe coming of Richmond Into the af rightof way and property real, perfairs of the Albuquerque-EasterRail sonal and mixed, whatsoever situate,
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Whiting St., Chicago, 111
be entered, and said property
For sale in Santa Fe by Butt's Drug way company and the conception of
'The West Point of the Soulhwest.
Store, West Side of PJaza, and drug- the plan of merger of the Albuquer should be sold in Its entirety by an ofRailway company and the ficer of this court, and after deductgists everywhere.
IS QUITE SO CONVEN- Ranked as "Distinguished
Santa Fe Central Railway company ing from the proceeds of said sale the
e
and at the time the Dominion Con-s- expenses of administration, the
Institution " by the U S.
1ENT as to touch the button and
SINGS AS TRAMP
ruction company
assumed con
remaining not, however, in exWar Department.
stove is ready to cook your
your
sum
of
cess
Mex
the
of
the
New
$ISS,500, shall be
STEALS JEWELRY tiactual relations with
Located In the beautiful Pecoi
ico Central Railroad company, neither paid over to the receiver of the Domin-- !
to use, your toasted
Iron
ready
Valley.3,700feetabove sealevel,
the Pennsylvania Development com ion Construction company for distrl- uushine every Cay. Ooeo air
C'hicacgo, Oct. 3. Lawrence Pietor,
for
hurried
the
breakfast, your vacuready
work throughout the entire sesHopewell, bution among the creditors and stockOmaha, is the most ungrateful man puny, Torrance, Kennedy,
holders
or
thereof.
be
the
That
should
there
Richmond
for
Conditions for physical
sion.
um
Muray,
the
cleaner
Domining
ready
fray, your washer
living, in the opinion of Municipal
and mental development are
Construction company treated the a sum remaining in excess of said sum
Dolan.
to
fan
to cool the heat
read
.Hidge
cleanse,
y
found
ready
be
cannot
IDEAL such as
Pretor was passing the home of Miss 1200 bonds of the Albuquerque Eastern of $188,500, said sum be held in the
ed rooms.
will
elsewhere In America. Fourdo every thing
Electricity
of
court
obli
as
this
distributed
and
registry
company
subsisting
(race White. Rain was falling steadi- Railwaybonds as
teen officers and Instructors, all
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
against creditiors cf among the general creditors of the
ly. It was cold and the night was gatory
graduates from standard EastRailway con New Mexico Central railroad company
Ten bulldlngSi
ern colleges.
dreaiy for him. He heard thu strain the Albuquerque-Easterday and night' Estimates and full informodern In every respect.
of "Silver Threads Among the Gold" pany (if there were any) and as ti e as the court may order and direct in
mation cheeerfuily given.
to
of
of
contract
distribution.
its order
the
prior and existence
coming from the White home.
Regents
Dominion
Construction
with
in
"4.
case
of
company
said
That
the
the
sale
uoor
He
Miss
to
went
the
and
President.
rmg
E. A. CAHOOM,
White answered. "Lady, I am cold the New Mexico Central Railroad com- Albuquerque-EasterHallway comJ. E. RHEA,
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
and hungry," he said, "and venr music pany.
pany should not realize, after the payJOHN W. PO, Secretary.
That the Pennsylva- ment of the expenses of administraattracted me, My mother used (to "Thirty-fifth- .
W.'A. F1NLAY.
Messrs. tion of this court, a sum sufficient to
nia Development company,
sing it."
Miss White gave the nrei ZC cents Torrance, Kennedy, Hopewell, Hagen make a sum equal to $188,500 the
t For particulars and Illustrated
Constructioin
The next day and Murray, receiver of the bank, and Dominion
and some clothing.
address,
company,
lie returned.
those financially interested with them, through its receiver, shall be entitled
COL. JAS. W.WILLSON. Supt.
"Miss," he said, "that old familiar before the certification of the bonds to present its claim in behalf of said
song has been haunting me e' er since and before the execution of the con- company on any funds not otherwise
v. as here yesterday.
1011
can see tract on January C, 1909, and before disposed of as a general creditor of
I am down and out and it has brought
Charles C. Murray as receiver of the the New Mexico Central Railroad com
ibaik otlv;' days nnd I want to quit Enterprise National Bank of Alle- pany for the amount of said deficit.
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
drink, which has caused my down-- sieny, received said bonds, were
"5. That the successful 'bidder at
rail."
leouitably estopped from asserting that said sale shall be required to deposit
Miss Uiite give him $2 o:i his pro- said bonds were a valid and legal lien with the referee and
special master on
piis to quit drinking.
c
an equitable lien for any amount the acceptance of his bid a sum of
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
"Would you mind playing that sens af,ainst tiiP Albuquerque Eastern Rail money, the amount of which to be fix
for me again?" he asked.
way company, the Dominion Construe ed by the court in its decree of sale,
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Miss White went to the piano and tion companj. 0r the. cerditiors
sufficient to pay all expenses and costs
to sing. Pretor taking a searjor
of administration herein incurred and
.
.
.
While
.,
near a door to another room
104 DON QASPER ST.
sufficient to be a guaranty of good
saiu uuiiub
iiiui
m.iu.
Telephone 9 W
niriy
he
was
she
slipped through not legally issued, and said Murray as failh."
singing,
FEATHER RIVER ROUTE
"THE ROYAL GORGE
worth
a
lavallicr
itho door and stole
receiver of said bank received said
i$J? iind hastily resumed his chair,
bonds
charged with full knowledge of
State of Ohio, city ot Toledo, Lucas
he
When Bhe was through singing
Acknowleded to be the Scenic Line PAR EXCELLENCE
their
invalidity.
miss-lecounty, ss.
thanked her and left. Soon she
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that hs
"Thirty seventh. That it was abso
the ornament and the police located
OF ALL AMERICA.
lutely understood and agreed, as most is senior partner of the firm of F. J.
Pretor.
fully appears from the acts and utter- Cheney & Co., doing business in the
ances of the officers of the Santa Fe City of Toledr
bounty and State
A COLLECT FOR CLUB WOMEN.
EXCURSION
diaforesaid, antf uiat said firm will pay
The followingi prayer was delivered Central Railway company and its
at the opening' of a woman's club rectors, the officers of the Pennsylva- the sum of ONE HUNDRED
License Numbers, i6-6Day or Night Phone, I JO Main.
Effective September 25th to Otober 10th, 1913.
its di
for each and every case of Cameeting at Saginaw, Mich., recently: nia Development company and
Door
Next
Ice.
Postoff
to
C. Murray as receiver tarrh that cannot be cured by the use
Keep us, O God, from pettiness; let rectors, Charles
A. L. of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
National
of
the
in
bank,
in
Enterprise
in
us
word,
be
thought,
large
One way Colonist Excursion Tickets will be on sale from
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Richmond and the officers and
deed.
of the Dominion Construction
Sworn to before me and subscribed
Santa Fetoall points in Utah, Nevada, California, Montana,.
Let us be done with fault finding
company, that whatever rights or in- in my presence, this 6th day of De
and leave off
Idaho. Oregon and Washington.
"ocember, A. D. 1S8C.
May we put away all pretense and terest they had as individuals,
A. W. GLEASON,
meet each other face to face, without fficers, corporations or receivers of cor- (Seal.)
and without prejudice,
porations in the Albuquerque Eastern
Notary Public.
Through StinJird anJ Tourist Sleeping Cars' between
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken InternMay we be never hasty in judgment Railway company or the bonds, were
Colorado Common Points and All Points West, with privilto be adjusted and liquidated by and ally and acts directly upon the blood
and always generous.
TO EASTFRN POINTS VIA
at Intermediate Points.
r
l and mucous surfaces of
ege of a ten day stop-ovin the bonds of the New Mexico
the system.
Teach us to put into action our
isunto
it
New
be by
Mexico Central and El Paso & Southwestern.
Railroad company
Send for testimonials, free.
impulses, straightforward and
sued.
F J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
afraid.
SANTA FE TO CLOUDCROFT, N. M AND RETURN, $12.10.
Let us take time for all things;
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
"Thirty eighth. That the fact that
circumstances which the aforesaid
make us grow calm, serene, gentle.
Tak6 Hall's Family Pills for con
244 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N. M.
Grant that we may realize it is the parties were unable to control pre stipation.
little things that create differences; vented the New Mexico Central Railthat in the big things of life we are as road company from issuing bonds in
one.
manner and form as provided in the
And may we strive to touch and to mortgage or deed of trust mentioned
could not con- know the great common woman's in finding thirty-third- ,
heart of us all, and O Lord God, let fei validity on the Albuquerque-EasGo
us not forget to be kind.
ern Railway company bonds or rob the
Dominion Construction company of
FIVE MINUTE CURE
its creditors of their equitable lien
Ever notice how much more
IF STOMACH IS BAD or deprive them of their equitable
the average woman will buy for
rights.
When "Pape's Diapepsin" Reaches
"Thirty-ninth- .
That the contract of j
a dollar than a man?
Stomach All Indigestion, Gas and
January 6, 1909, by and between the
For Rate and Full Information Call 'On or Address
Sourness Disappears.
Dominion Construction company and
She seems to know how to
L. H GIBSON, T.f F. & P. Agt, N. M. C. R. R., SANTA FE,
the New Mexico Central Railroad con
make every cent count.
You don't want a slow remedy when pany, and ail me tacts in evidence
cr EUGENE FOX, G. Pass. Agt., E. P. i& S., EL PASO, TEX.
your stomach is bad or an uncertain taken together, gave to the Dominion
A woman is naturally Inquisione or a harmful one your stomach Construction company the possesison
tive. She wants to know. She
is too valuable; you mustn't injure it of the Albquerque-EasterRailway
with drastic drugs.
is not afraid to ask questions.
company and an equitable Hen there
Pape's Diapepsin is noted for its on for the compensation to which the j
A woman
likes "to shop
speed in giving relief; its harmless- - said Dominion Construction company
ir.ess; its certain unfailing action In was entitled."
round."
regulating sick, sour gassy stomachs,
Conclusions of Law.
It? millions of cures in indigestion,
In summing up the "conclusions of
Today the large percentage
stomach
and
other
y71,NEW MEXI0AU PRINTING CO.
dyspepsia, gastritis
of the advertising in the daily
law," Special Master Collins submits
Local Agents for
trouble has made it famous the world the following based upon the findings
)
newspapers like THE SANTA
cer.
set out in the report:
A STRAIGHT DROP OF 4,000 FEET FROM THE
FE
NEW
MEXICAN
is
written
Keep this perfect stomach doctor in
"1. That the bill of complaint of
SKY TO THE EARTH.
to women.
your home keep it handy get a large the Pittsburgh Trust company, plain-fifty cent case from any drus store tiff, vs. the New Mexico Central Rail"Elastic" Bookcase
Sky High Irving In His Parachute Drop From Roy
That speaks well for the char
and then if anyone should eat some- road company, et al., defendants, No.
!
and Desk combined.
Francis'
jflffiS
acter of advertising both as to
Day
thing which doesn't agree with them; Cfilo, should be dismissed for want of
of what they eat lays like lead,
fact and phrasing.
equity.
Desk Unit with few at
A
and sours and forms gas;
M.
"2. That the
B 1 many Book Units desired.
causes headache, dizziness and nau- - W. Flournoy, receiver of the DominIn Prize Premiums
Women are severe critics.
The only perfect combination
eructations
of
acid
and
'
Van
J.
and
dokaadbookcaicevcinidc.
isea;
undigest ion Construction company,
They would not be fooled twice.
ONE FARE FOR THE ROUND TRIP ON ALL RAILROADS.
ed food remember as soon as Pape's Vechten Olcott, receiver of the Fergu
Jj
I'iapepain comes in contact with the son Contracting company, bankrupt.
to
Advertising to
appeal
rtomach all such distress vanishes. Its should be declared to have a first lien
women must be strong enough
Of pionr
Address AU Communications to
ptomptness, certainty and ease In upon the property owned by the Albuquto strike their unerring sense of
the worst stomach disor- erque-Eastern
overcoming
at
company
NEW
Railway
:
:
MEXICO.
ALBUQUERQUE,
A.
MANAGER,
STGRTZ,
FRANK
values.
ders Is a revelation to those who try the time of the merger of the Santa
it.
Fe Central Railway company with the

ach, Liver and Intestinal Ailments the
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FRIDAY,

TRIED TO JOIN THE
NAVY: SEX (N WAY
Akron,

Ohio,

Oct.

:I

Forty-eigh- t

hours' search has failed to establish
the identity of "Fred Williams, pretty
girl, who masquerading as a man, attempted to enlist in

eighteen-year-ol-

the navy here Friday night. Chief
Recruiting Officer George Ferman sent
the young woman's application to the
and wrote
Cleveland office today
acress the face, "Refused; applicant
a woman."
When the young woman finally revealed her sex to the recruiting officer

THINGS

NOT

PAGE THREE

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

3, 1913.

OCTOBER

THE GREAT AMERICAN HOME.

ishe said her name was Cora Williams,
'of East Market street. The address
Ishe gave is a vacant lot near a rubber
company's plant.
"My sweetheart, Oliver Pierson. is
'in the navy, and I want to join him,'
"I'm in love
sMkl the vnunir woman.
iwith him and can't live without him,
and
'so
thought I'd get into the navy
be assigned to the same boat."
When it came to taking the physical examination she broke down and
sobbed, "I'm only n girl," at the same
time removing the hat and wig and
over
allowing her hair to fall down
shoulders.
jher
The recruiting ofiiver attempted to
jdetain the girl, but she beat him to
the door and made her escape.

OF

THIS

'lied with his record which has been in
part progressive and in part reactionaryabout (11 per cent reactionary and the balance progressive. Among those who pretend to be projgiessive, there are worse senators
than Crawford Jones and Townsend
for example. Every little while Craw- -
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WILL

Fiench spoliation claims bill will
come along with htm as its champion.
U will be remembered, too, that he
voted for the Aldrich bill. Perhaps
South Dakota can do better.

STILL)

PASS.

By Cilson Gardner.)
Washington, 1). (.'., Oct. :!. The
Democratic house organization is apFormer assistant paymaster in the.
parently trying to blanket Representa 'w.vy, Arthur M iddlcton, of this city,
tive Thompsons resolution caning iu has taken issue with Hear Admiral
information from the department of C n. T. Moore on the question of
Justice on the California oil lands caste in the V. S. navy. Admiral
of the
.Moore, w ho is commandant
grab situation.
Representative Henry 1). Flood, of naval station at Honolulu, Hawaii,
Virginia, who has acted as official was quoted as saying that there was
watchdog on the llnor, lias so far been no such thing as caste in the navy
able to prevent the Illinois congress-- an(J tn(lt lllH ,., wno ilati worked tip
man from speaking on the question on from ,
ranks was treated in all
who
floor. Moreover the parliamentary sn(,t8 as aI1 enuai by officers
situation is such that it inompson can come into the navy by way of An
Mr. Middleton says this la
be shut off for a few days, the judic- napolis.
iary committee will not be under the not true. He claims that any comnecessity of making any report and missioned officer of the line who ia
d
not a graduate of Annapolis is
the mutter can quietly be killed.
a "mustang" and is subjected
On the day he Introduced the resolution Thompson endeavored to get ti, many indignities. Middleton says
unanimous consent to speak on It, but that from his experiences In the navy
was prevented on olipection by Flood. on the Pacific coast, he did not find
Again on Saturday last, Thompson that all oflicers were "gentlemen" as
sought opportunity to present the facts stilted by the admiral. Conduct at
to the house.
Again Flood objected. mess and at other times he described
Then victor Murdock showed how as "disgusting" and he claims that
js most common.
these tactics would result in
on
ing consideration on the subject
the floor. He said: "After we have
That
me)
j0 not want tie "double
.
,
and
acted unon the conference report on
( mora8 abrogated,
the tariff hill the chances are that that they are in reality polygamista
there will be unanimous
although superficially and nominally
here that the house will adjourn
monogamists is the charge hurled by
anu
noiniug fiIisa
i.ouise Thompson at astir-three days at a tune,
shall be taken up, with the result that f , age meeting here in Washington,
ithe probability will be that there Tvi'lpijss Thompson pointed out that when
be no report from the committee onj;l woman "fans- - She can never regain
the gentleman's resolution."
iel. K0Cjai position, while men conNevertheless, Mr. Flood continued B,antlj. violate the moral law, some-tlimes even openly and flagrantly and
object.
nothing is thought of It. It Is cusdene your part.
AVilson asserts with every tomary to look 011 these breeches of
President
and
Alvey, the enterprising
j
appearance of sincerity his belief that morals as "sowing wild oats" when
progressive editor of the Qnesta
legislation will move to jmen are concerned, hut the woman
8 u visitor to his old publish' currency
Z( Ate
an early date. Those who v ho steps over the line is lost, she
Ipasage
at
,,s sl0,mds this week taking in the
been listening to the senate .aid. That this is ,the result of ages
v noiP four days of San Geronimo feS' have
committee hearings are convinced of oppression of woman and that this
tivities. He gave the celebration a ithat
there is a majority of that com-- situation would change when woman
of
his
in
write
up
publication
splendid
li;iittee opposed to the president's bill, island on an equality with men waa
is
of
Mr.
one
the
week.
last
Alvey
Is made up in part of the conclusion of thespeaker.
and knows The majority
good boosters for Taos
whose
Democrats
opposition is secret
was
Low to give generous help. He
SOLID SILVER JAW
whose methods are dilatory.
and
w
accompanied by his estimable ife.
SAVES PRETTY GIRL
The following Santa Feans were vis;;.
.miss r.iizaoeiii
111., Oct.
Cue I. Crawford, of Soutlt
.loliet,
Senator
itors to Taos attending the famous San
has gone home to work for iNemanieh is proud of her solid silver
Dakota,
Geronimo day celebration:
It was put in ny uociors necauou
re election to the senate. Tliojaw.
U. S. District Judge Win. H. I'opo his
senator must face that ,th girl had contracted the ross
Dakota
South
; rnd wife.
modern Institution known as direct jjaw disease while working in a match
Associate Justice .Richard II. Hannal
The artificial jaw takes
Crawford is opposed by a factory.
election.
ri,d his mother. Mrs. I. IS. Hanna.
of the young's girls facial
none
of
Progreselement
jaway
rather
vigorous
Clerk I. S. District Court Harry F.
sives in his state who are not satis-- , beauty.

EARTH!

:

e

HAMLIN

GARLAND,

FAMOUS

AMERICAN

AUTHOR

AND

PSYCHIC,

DECLARAHELPS SUPPORT SIR OLIVER LODGE'S REMARKABLE
FOR THE
TION THAT HIS LIFE EXISTS AFTER DEATH, TELLS
THE "REFIRST TIME HIS WONDERFUL EXPERIENCE WITH
COMTURN" OF EDWARD MACDOWELL, THE FAMOUS AMERICAN
POSER OF "TO A WILD ROSE."
(Sir Oliver Lodge, famous English died, but we held to our purpose
the chief
savant, has just stirred the whole which was to secure from
world by declaring that only do we "spirit" musical proof of his identity.
Under teBt conditions in
keep on living after death, but that
fashion we got and recorded a
it is entirely within the coud province
which
of science completely to prove this! complete phrase of a little piece
In America a master brain is also at "MacDowell" said was the beginning
to solve the cf a composition to be called "Hun
work in attempting
not of this garie."
of
"things
strange import
After the second sitting "Macearth." He is Hamlin Garland, famous writer, author of "The Shadow Dowell" whispered to us, apparently
to take
AVorld" and leader in a great national from the air, and directed us
, the
piece to the piano.
society for psychical research.
He told Fuller how to play it.
in his years of Investigations of
lie corrected it while Fuller and I
the occult, has met with many asourselves.
tounding and apparently Inexplicable held the slate
The psychic was not even touching
( xperiences
things involving deeply
mysterious phenomena. And now he it,
For two hours of the last sitting
himself has selected and written the
was in complete control
"MacDowell"
excluand
of
these
especially
greatest
cf the situation. He was like himself
of
this
readers
the
for
paper.
sively
alert, concise, humorous, masterful.
I:i this article he tells a weird story
The
music grew ever more complicatto
world
this
"return"
regarding the
the famous ed, ever more characteristic and thet
of Edward MacDowell,
mode of its production ever more mys-composer. Editor.)
tying, and when Fuller played the
melody
v ailing, sweet and haunting
(By Hamlin Garland.)
Famous American Author of "The under the spirit composer's direction
I had seShadow World," "The Tyranny of i, seemed to me that at last
cured one of the most beautiful ns
the Dark," Etc.
well as one of the most convincing
In all my Investigations I have al
of immortality, for tht whisto
ways paid only secondary attention
the personality of the "spirits" who
f
wrote or spoke to me, for I was always trying to discover the way in
which the "tricks" were done. I had
noted marvelous examples of
and
thought transference
telepathy, and hence doubted and, of
course, must still "doubt" the value of
the messages which came to me

nick-l.r.me-

supra-rorm-

prevent-jumblin-

fr

Gar-Irnd-

,

assail

r

Netertheless, in March, 190S, Henry
Fuller, a Chicago novelist, and myself held a series of sittings with a
psychic in Indianapolis, wherein the
I).

irttL J.

'

'
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j

o
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THE STATE FAIR
OPENS MONDAY
IN ALL ITS GLORY
On
Oct.
Albuquerque, X. M
next Monday will begin the thirty-thirannual state fair, the first of a
is
long series of state .fairs which
nally state wide in the fullest meaning of the term. This fair is the first
to receive state aid and the first to be
managed by a state commission. This
commission was named by Governor
W, C. McDonald and consists of Ralph
Simon
C. Ely, of Deming, president
Stern, of Albuquerque, and C. A.
Scheurich, of Clovis.
The fair this year will distribute
prize money that will run almost into
five figures, divided into about a score
of classes. There are prizes for individual exhibits and for community
exhibits, the latter being most generous. There are prizes for chickens
nl.in Pn. Px.iltc, Tat,,) irao'otnlilaa
"
17
of nil sorts and for all standard
and varieties of livestock.
The fair is being generously sup- ported and tne entry lists not only be-gun earlier this year but have grown
to a larger size than in any previous
year. Indeed, arrangements have had
to be made to accommodate fully 20
per cent more exhibits than were
and the expectations were
large enough. This is largely due to
the state w ide trips made by Presi
dent Ely, who brought tne wnoie
state into close touch with the fair.
features are
The entertainment
rmply provided for. There will be
c'oily flights by Roy X. Francis, who
here last year with
made a
the daring stunts he pulled off in his
l ig
twin tractor biplane. On these
flights Francis will pull off a stunt
that has no parallel in aviation anywhere else. This is the drop, from a
height of about 4011O feet, of "Sky
High" Irving. Irving makes the descent in a parachute and literally defies death while doing so. These
(lights are guaranteed to take place
each day, rain, shine or wind.
The baseball tournament is to be an
Interesting one there being four well
matched teams entered. Prizes aggregating $200(1 will be awarded for it.
There will be games daily, some days
;

,'',J

"After the second sitting 'MacDowell' whispr ed to us, apparently from
the air, ar.d directed us to take the
piece to the piano. He 'told' Fuller
how to play it!"

a ""'

fair last year and &r. to be
repeated this year. Prizes aggregating
for the riif-$,,(11! have been offered
events, of which two will be run
each clay. This sport is an exciting
cue and attracted much favorable
comment last year, hence the determi-nation to repeat it.
The fair management has closed a
Carnival
contract with the DeKriko
company which arrives here Sunday,
foi the exhibition of its shows during
the week of the fair and thus evening
entertainment will lie cared for to the
satisfaction of all attending the big ex
position.
Social events of the week are the
Montezuma ball which promises to be
p ore brilliant this year than ever be- fere, and the Pan Hellenic banquet,
e uml
when the fi'atprnitv men of the entire
Mr- alld MrsArtln,r Seligman. Mrs.
state will unite in an annual meeting.
Selgiman, Frank Horn, Mrs.
Other events of the week are the!'18"1
C.
Mr. and
Mr. Craycraft,
meetings of the Knights of Pythiaa Mrs-Haines,
Emblem. J. E. Powers, John
Odd
the
Fellows'
and
grand lodges,
"
food Roads association convention, Kn'"-- a,ld labl "artine, a travel
the hoard of pharmacy, cattle sanlta- - ing salesman.
t;on and sheep sanitation, and others,
There will be plenty doing for all who HE SENT GIRL BY
.,Up1( the fail.
bit at the

j

'

,

j

'
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THE FICKLENESS OF LEO

-

THE PARCEL POST

.

have ever been granted. They are
Metallic!!, X. J., Oct. 3. Seventeen-'ycar-oime fare for the round trip on any rail
liossie Hulick landed at Ellis
road in the state. These and the ample advertising given the fair through island a few days ago. This morning
ishe stepped off a train hero, t'nable
tiie medium.
!to speak a word of English, she
where she
into the postoffice,
BITS OF
tried to make known her wishes to
NEWS FROM TAOS theThepostmaster.
postmaster, after inspecting a
(tag pinned to Iilm- - coal, learned that
Taos, X. M Oct. :!. On next Moil ,her destination was a farm near Xew
He called Rural Carrier
day morning, promptly at 9 o'clock
the various schools throughout Taos Kerapion, and announced that he had
ccunty will again reopen their doors a package to go by parcel post.
li the public school children. All; a glance at the pretty girl and
parents should see to it that their ;Kempson said he would get the
start, on (he first day so that 'agn to its destination. In three hours
they may not lose anything in this she had reached her new home.
It is against the law for anybody
race for knowledge by having had a
poor start. No one who expects to but postoffice Inspectors to ride with
win a contest thinks of starting when the rural letter carriers while they are
the rest have covered half of the delivering mail, and the parcel post
ground- yet many parents think the .scheme was the only way Postmaster
few weeks or months does Carman could figure to ger around)
less of
rot count at school. This is a serious the postal regulations.
mistake, as every day counts, and if
The national forests contain water
ou wish your boy or girl to get the
most out of the school year start power with an aggregate estimated ca-- '
01 u.ueu.ifiMi
nuiBiriiuwi-i- ,
tne young nopeiui ine mm uay aiui
vii
see to t that he attends every day arte tor use under permit rrom ine
Motorcycle races made a splendid school is in session. Then you have secretary of agriculture.
wand-jere-

ft FUJ

.

double-headers-

WHEN

r
personality of the manifesting "spirit"
The experibecause
ments took place in a cheerful,
cottage on consecutive afternoons and without hocus pokus.
I began these sittings alone and
with the idea of developing a highly
complicated case I wrote on a slip of
paper (while the psychic was out of
the room) these words:
"Edward MacDowell, give me proof
of your Identity by writing a few bars
of the 'Sonata Nagloa.' "
This paper I folded and placed in an
inside pocket.
The psychic never saw it even at a
distance!
Almost immediately after the psychic's return I began to jot down on
the closed school slate which we
held beneath a small table in the
usual way pertinent messages for
MacDowell, accompanied by bars of
isrtially composed music.
Perceiving that the chief value of
the experiment was to be in the quality of the music, I invited my friend
Fuller, who is a fairly competent musician, to have the sittings with me.
Almost at. once the "powers" starter1 in to confound us both. One of my
sisters (whose name I had written on
the slip) sent a very convincing "mes
sage" and Puller had "communications" from distant relatives who had

THEY

PRAY

THEY

GO

NOT

INTO

W"

.

THEIR

CLOSET.

x
Prince,

strolling by. singing, "Oh. Nellie was
(By Hill Alburn )
'
lady-l- ast
a
1
night she died," tears
fickleness
the
Ah,
Oct
Chicago
down his face and made a
of men and lions! 1's males are all streamed
wet mop of his mane.
alike. List to the tale of Prince.
food,
refused
Prince
in
Well,
anyhow,
Prince
known
You should have
on a hunger strike against
his prime before sorrow entered his He entered
was creeping on him-- he
life I used to go to the zoo and stand late. 17-- Age
there was no more hope
was and
for hours before him, worshiping.
Week after week he moaned and
He came from Nubia, where be used
desert and starved till he could hardly stand for
to lord it over the African
.... ..
r
clmU'Pll llllifllllv
hia
bMUa ,atwl ...
uenr,
lourisis 0111 "i
hide, Keeper
their skins with his roaring. When through his shrunken
hunter camrhl him in a nit and he De Vry thought he would die. "Lions
landed at Lincoln park. Chicago, the! are like that," he said. "Grief kills
cage cow ed him for a while Then his them."
went over to the.
The other day
natural royalty surged up and he us"d
the
to shake the building and send his zoo to take leave of Prince before
fellow-critter- s
into fits with his roar end came. To my astonishment, he
was standing erect, roaring like a
ing. Oh, Prince was some roarer:
He lmil laws Hint could almost have young volcano. His rheumy eye was
t
again, his coat, was turning
bitten a steel rail in two, and a
his rips disappearing. He
Jack
knocked
have
would
glossy,
that
swipe
loWnn s hlnck off. And as for leon-- ! gulped a hunk of meat, then pranced
ine manes! If you cl seen nun stunea and galloped around his cage.

-

pered promise was that the fragment
would be found among the composer's
manuscripts.
With all this material in hand
hastened to New York to enlist Mrs.
MacDowell 's cooperation
alas! none
of it seemed to be true. There was no
s.'ch fragment. There was no publisher such as the "spirit" had named
but there remained one very marvelous fact! ,
On one of the slates had been writ
ten the name of "Edward McDowell"
in a fine, flourishing hand. 1 had paid
very little attention to this, because
Edward always spelled his name MacDowell and his signature as I knew it
vas bold and plain. Nevertheless,
vhen Mrs. MacDowell saw tiiis, she
"That is
cried out in astonishment:
the precise way Edward signed his
name when I first knew him in
1

.....

"

I then recalled that I had once seen
ti e signature on a certificate, and,
looking round the room, I found it
framed and hanging on the wall over
and died in the seventh. The
This picture shows a body of
the piano. In some occult way I had
of
to
this religion believe In God,
the
in
The
psyat
people
hammedans
Algeria.
prayer
conveyed that signature
Christ was only a prophet.
chic perhaps my mind had impress- n.fh.mmH,.
nl.n,h. vnn know. Thevthink
are fanatics, but they perforin
ed it on the slate!
more
followers
and
as
claims
many
imnli nt their relicion hv rule. Thev
So much at least was absolutely

where he is. On such occasions they
turn their faces in the general enrection of Mecca. Arabia, where Maho
met was born. That is why the bodies
ol the worshippers in the picture are
than the Christian church. They arenave reguiar hours for prayer, and all turned one way. When he prays
account followers of the Prophet Mahomet, wj,en the moment comes to pray the the Mohammedan removes his shoes
who was born in Arabia in the sixth iMohaniniedau prays, regardless
of lor sandals.

bt

true.
'
I could not nor can I now
for this peculiar experience.

"Lamping" Coy Young Lioness.

...

you'd have said, "There ain't 110 such
lion."
at his
Then grief came
cage. "Blind Nellie' 'was his mate.
For years and yearB they had loved
and roared together in their suite of
cages. And last summer Nellie died.
Prince was inconsolable. He lay on
his side, with his great paws hanging
limp through the bars, and moaned.
And once when a bunch of students
came
from Northwestern university

ti

"What's happened to Prince?" T
asked the keeper. "I thought I was
coming to a funeral, but it looks more
like a wedding."
answered the keeper.
"Right-O!"See that cov young lioness in the
second cage from Prince? She came
ten
last week and lie's taken his ever
pounds of beefsteak regular
since. Look how the old boy is lamping her!"
And that's how it was.
"
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news
MACK'S CATCHERS
ALLOWED

1.24

LARCENIES A GAME.

OCTOBER

3, 1913.

"BILLY" SUNDAY PICKS GIANTS AS CONQUERERS
IN GREAT WORLD'S SERIES.

At Hoston (First game.)
1
Brooklyn
3
Boston
Rucker, Brown and Fischer;
and Rarlden.

DEATH TO STEALERS ; HAVE

FRIDAY,

8
8

0

GREATEST LIVING EVANGELIST WHO ONCE WAS BASEBALL'S FASTEST PLAYER, SAYS "1913 CHAMTO ME" AND HE DOPES IT OUT IN TRUE SUNDAY STYLE.
PIONSHIP TEST SPELLS JUST

1

At Boston Second (lame
.'.6 12 2
Brooklyn
3
7
9
Boston . . .
Reulbach,' Pfeift'er and McCarthy;
Quinii and Rariden. (Game called end
of eighth; darkness).
.

Amariean League.
At Philadelphia 'First Clame
10
New York
13
Philadelphia
Caldwell and Swoney; Plank,
Bush and Lapp.
At Philadelphia
New York

10
15

-

Saw-key- ,

(Second game)
6
6

2

Philadelphia
Fischer and Sweeney;

S

1

0:
Oi

Wyckoff and

McAvoy.

(Called end of eighth

'

Dy BILLY

darkness.,

At Washington (First game)
Boston
Washington
Leonard and Ntmaniaker;
(lallia and Henry.

2

8

0

(

2

E

SUNDAY.

Now the World's Most Successful
angelist, But Once Star of Anson

Famous White Stockings, and
Fleetest Ball Player Who Ever W
Spike Shoes.
(Copywright, 1M3, by the Newspup
Enterprise Association) .

Shaw.

f(ls

"

At Washington (Second game)
8 1
Boston
11 14 a
Washington
S
wn the
I believe the Giants wi
X
f
Jkiseley, Hooper, Lewis and Thorn
jas; Boehling, Hughes, Dawson, Hedgs-- world's series.
look upon McGraw as the greatest
peth and Ainsmith.
leader in the game, without detractSt.
game postponed, ing one bit from the ability of Connie
Mack.
Two games tomorrow.
are my
Both Mack and McGraw
LANGFORD AND JEANETTE
I played with Connie Mack
friends.
TO BOX 10 ROUNDS TONIGHT on the Pittsburg team, but I can see
New York, Oct. ". Sam Langford nothing but defeat for his team this
and .Toe .leanette. two leading heavy-- year,
How do I dope
weights, will meet for ten rounds to- This way:
night to decide which will box Jack
The Giants have played in would s
Johnson in Europe next Decemlx r.
i&atu.
Langford has already been matched series for the past two years. The
with Johnson, but Jeanette has been Athletics won the series of 191 A and
told that a victory over the Bostonian 1911, but last year were not in (lie
would result in his being substituted money. They have "come back," and,
SPECIALLY POSED BY THE REV. BILLY SUNDAY, FOR THE NEW
for the Johnson bout.
while I naturally lean toward the fel'
'
i
low who "comes back." I can see no- MEXICAN.
but the Giants.
thing
PILL"
TO
THE
"BIFF
HOW
FORGOTTEN
NOT
SUNDAY
HAS
BILLY
THREATS MADE
McGraw has an edge antl a big edge,
AS HE USED TO DO IX THE 'SO'S, WHEN HE WAS BASEBALL'S FAST-'ESin pitchers, and we all know- what a
AGAINST LIFE
PLAYER.
means
advantage good pitching
OF FEDERAL JUDGE great
Pitching is to baseball what cannon physique to do as John Clarkson used greatest of all baseball generals.
Is to an army, and the odds favor the
I have read much about those young
do to work and win three games
in four days.
pitchers of Mack's but wait until they
Seattle, Wash., Oct. 3. Armed de- heavy artillery.
In Marquard, Mathewson, Tesreau
The Athletics will probably outbit face the Giants on a hostile field, with
puty sheriffs guarded the court room
of Superior Judge John E. Humphries and Fromme, McGraw- has four great the Giants, but against such pitching 30,00(1 whooping fans around them!
I don't believe the youngsters will
when court convened. The judge veterans, three of whom have passed as McGraw will hand them I don't look
The
d of the Athletics:
At the Left Above, today
for which stand the gaff and if they falter an insaid that two notes had been sent him through the tiro of world's series, and for any of those batting-beeIra Thomas; Below, Jack Lapp. At Right, Walter Schang, the Most Brilstant there is where the irresistible
threatening to deliver an infernal ma- Demaree, most sensationaj youngster they are famous.
liant Member of the Trio.
The Giants are the best base runn- McGraw attack may prove successful.
chine to him in the court room. Ap- in the league.
Who has Mack?
ers. McGraw has the fastest team in
Last year the Giants were beaten to
parently Judge Humphries was as deHe has the veterans, Plank and Ben- the country, and every man will wor a standstill until the team rallied untermined as ever to sentence to hard
Neither ry a young pitcher when on the bases. der McGraw's leadership and played
labor the men and women who defied der, and three youngsters.
In the American league this year
the Athletics catchers, and in each
If the Athletics were to have the Boston off its feet.
to Issue injunctions. He "vet" is an iron man. Both are built
his
authority
.Pretty soon the supporters of tha with its Milan, Cobb, Jackson, Chap-trai- case the pitcher was a youngster.
Only Snodgrass' error gave the dea statute which, he said, express- on trail lines, 'lhey we.e wonderfully services of Jack Coombs the result
read
The greatest number
of men
.Moriarity and other "speeders
cision to the Red Sox. That waB baserival world's series teams Giants
E. Everett Smith, effective two years ago but that was might be different, but without him
forbade
ly
Judge
these three men have permitted but thrown out in one game on Mack's
doubt if can't see anything but the Giants and ball luck. The Giants handed the penanother judge of the superior court, in 1911 and this is 1913.
imd Athletics
will begin to tell their
24 larcenies
per game, which is catchers is four, Schang turning back from releasing
either is as good as he was.
nant to Boston on a platter after hav- on
habeas
any
only the Giants.
corpus
favorites will win, and one of the ar- scarcely enough to win a ball game.
tl.is number of Naps June 16. In n
The Athletics are a team of
I know about the Athletics' WQiidar-ing.- .
outplayed them,
contempt
prisoners.
guments will be that the Giants will
Schang, most brilliant young
batters, and Marquard, as he has ful infield, developed to a marvelous
Schang threw out six
Of course, McGraw's crowd may
A meeting of all the superior court
in Mack's estimation that ever Yankees. The catchers have thrown
win because they are the fastest team
been
this
as
he degree. It will be a handicap for thelslep on a banana peeling and toss off
season, and
traveling
judges was held at noon to consider
donned wind pad and mask, permitted out 135 would-bstealers and have the
Boston last fall, Giants to overcome, but the McGraw the championship.
There is always
oil earth on the bases.
of cases that come to worked against
disposition
l ilt 0.93 thefts
larcenies.
should stand them on their heads.
per
Thomas,
Til
game;
that must be
permitted
will
unseen
assert
will
itself
he
the
and
of
equation
genius
Humph
other
the
no
Judge
fact
that
short
departments
Remembering
This is the catching the Giants will ries' court. The first case docketed
1.15, and Lapp, 1.19.
It would not surprise me to see Marhis men to the championship and lowed for. But today the world's
fceries has ever been won by base
In (IS games si bases were stolen on be up against and with the vetenns,
to me.
was that of Mrs. Klla Price, wife of quard work Uiree games. He has the prove his right to be reckoned as the! series spells
running, however good, the above trio Lapp; In (il games Schang let 57 men Plank and Bender, both noted for Millard Price, a Socialist street speak
2.1
in
20 games
larcenies making runners stick close 1o the er.
of strong arm Athletics w ill have get away;
were committed on Thomas.
I. W. W. SPEAKER IS
ever returned to Paterson and repeat- ally of the cheaper grades.
bases, doing most of the work, It Is
something to say about the Giants
four times has a team stolen hard to see how the Giants will run
ed the offense.
Only
A reduction of
(average)
SENT
TO
PEN.
n.nning wild.
more than four bases in one game on wild.
Boyd will appeal. This is the first on cotton clothing.
FOR UTTERANCES conviction for advocating sabotage Reduction of the sugar tariff and its
that has grown out of the strike.
ultimate abolishment in 1916.
New York, Oct. 3. Stocks came on
(average)
A reduction of
Paterson, N. J., Oct. 3. Frederick
WELL! THE RICHEST YOUNG MAN IN THE WORLD'
in the tariff on earthenware and glassthe market steadily throughout the S. Boyd, of New York, one of the PRESIDENT TO SIGN
9
M.
force
BILL
P.
AT
to
ware.
morning, in sufficient volume
connected with the Indusdown prices materially. Traders who speakers
Abolishment of all tariff on meats,
DOES GET A MOVE ON ONCE IN A WHILE !
senWorkers
of
the
trial
was
from
two
World,
flour, potatoes,
(Continued
page one).
fish, dairy products,
bought on the rise of the previous
tenced to prison today for publicly adcoal, iron ore, lumber and many classdays were disposed to take the narterm
His
will
of
the
and
removal
the
office
vocating
sabotage.
duty es of farm and
complete
machinery.
row margin of profits offered, rather
National League.
'i
General tariff reduction on all imClub
Won Lost Pet. than hold on for a further advance, range from a year to seven years, de- from many like articles, will eventuon
In
his
behavior.
a
in
addition
of
"cost
reduction
the
'Xew York
ally bring
50
,!t!l
portant articles in general use.
.664 owing to the uncertain movement of pending
the long fight over the
living" without materially affecting
London selling he was fined $500.
SS
Throughout
.591 the market recently.
(il
Philadelphia
"
bill; the Republican attack on the
(i5
Boyd was convicted last week of business prosperity.
8(!
'Chicago
.570 was a contributory influence. AmeriC!)
A brief summary of the new tariff measure has been directed against
7S
..rai can stocks were inclined to heaviness having advised two audiences during
Pittsburg
7
Boston
S2
.450 abroad and offerings for foreign ac- the recent strike in the silk mills, to law as prepared for the senate fol- those rates which the Republicans declared were so low as to threaten defin
S2
destroy goods if they had to go back lows:
.442 counts were in fairly large volumes.
Brooklyn
to
American industries,
struction
Cincinnati
87
Heaviness of Union Pacific was at- to work without obtaining their de.424
rates
of
tariff
Average percentage
911
4(1
St. Louis
.3:11 tributed to liquidation by holders who mands. Sentence on one of the two as
to the value of all im- through the competition of foreign
compared
The Democratic supwere disappointed at the failure of the indictments was suspended but the ported merchandise; old law 37 per manufacturers.
directors to make some announcement court promised to impose it if Boyd cent; new law 27 per cent.
porters of the new law have insisted
American League.
Club.
Value of annual imports added to that except in those cases where pubWon. Lost, Pet.
lic welfare demanded radical changes
j
.6113
95
the free list $147,000,000.
55
Philadelphia
the tariff has been reduced only to a
S8
63
.583
Estimated revenues from all import
Washington
point where it will "stimulate compe84
05
leveland
.564
rates: old law $305,000,000; new law tition,"
without turning American marBoston
7S
.531
(i!)
$249,000,000.
kets over to foreigners.
72
77
.517
Chicago
Estimated revenue from
A great amount of work will fall
64
86
Detroit
.427
and incomes taxes old law
upon the treasury department, it is
St. Louis
94
56
.o"3
new law $122,000,000.
expected, in working out the details of
New York
93
55
.370
Altogether, consumers in the Unit the new income tax and the methods
Western League.
ed States probably will receive from Qf
colIecting the direct taxes frora
Club
Won Lost Pet.
abroad free of all tariff, more than j divjduaI
citizenB of the Unlted states.
Denver
101
62
merchandise
worth
of
.627
$1,000,000,000
The taJ
corporations, now fixed
IDes Moines
91
72
next
. 565
the
year.
during
at one per cent of their income re-lm-,
St. Joseph
SS
of
77
amount
1912
free
. 5;SS
the
During
t of
and becomes
majns the
Lincoln
79
S5
.521
ports" was more than $880,000,000, the
m, ,ncome ta) ,aw A Btaf
7.X
removOmaha
S5
.489
and when the tariff is entirely
and
of specjal deputieBi
coUectorSj
7:1
89
ed from wool sugar, iron ore and a
.452
Topeka
wl De em ,
d to organiz9
7:1
Sioux City
91
.445
cheap iron, and other important items, anJ conduct h
income tax
64
Wichita
99
.399
ine total is expecteu 10 increase noia- - coiectjon
unaer uie oiu law more man o.
Diy.
per cent of all goods brought to the
New Mexican
Want Ads always
United States from all parts of the
world paid no tariff, and that propor- brins results. Try It.
National League.
tion will be increased by the new law.
Brooklyn at Boston 2.
The free wool provision of the new
New
York
at
Philadelphia
(2).
law takes effect December 1, 1913; the
free sugar provision May 1, lSlfi.
American League.
The new tariff law, passed four
St. Louis at Cleveland.
years after President Taft signed the
New York at Philadelphia (2).
law, is the reexisting
Boston at Washington (2).
A Snapshot of Vincent Astor, Possessor of $100,000,000
sult of more than nine months of
Playing Just
work in congress. Hearings were
Common Tennis at Newport, the 4O0's Summer Capital.
started January 6, by the house ways
Something; Doing
and means committee. Chairman UnFor Every Minute
derwood introduced the tariff bill
GRAND CIRCUIT RESULTS
second and third heats yesterday. Fan
FUN
THE
CENTER OF SANTA FE
National League.
AT COLUMBUS TODAY. Fatch took second money, Tommy
April 7, immediately after President
Wilson had convened the new conand
Horn,
third;
fourth,
Vaster,
Clean
Oct.
3.
com3f"Larg;e,
The
Ohio,
Columbus,
At New
gress. It Dassed the house May 8 and
The association received an opinion
........... c.. ...... v.
n
3 11 7
pletion of the Buckeye trotting stake
THE URGE SNAKE
JARGO,
i i.ut- - sruaic ni ,i i ri ii u t i .
13 5 1
fQr $3000, the champion pacing stake today from Secretary W. H. Goshert New York
In the opinion of its makers the
BESSIE, THE WILD GIRL
for $3000 and three class events made of Hartford, Conn., of the National
Camnitz and Killifer; Tesreau. DeDemocratic leaders of congress, the
tnnet Imnnrtant fuatiirpa rf the npW
up the program that officials in charge Trotting association, who said that maree and Wilson.
ARIZONA WONDERS
i f the Grand Circuit races at the local Pete McCormick and other horses not
lann are:
On Montezuma Avenue, Opposite
f
in
At New York (Second game)
standing for money, were ineligible to
driving park faced for this afternoon.
"A. reduction of nearly
4
The judges today called off the fifth start in the fifth heat This resulted Philadelphia
9 0
the Capital Hotel.
the average tariff on foodstuffs and
4 8 0
heat in the 2:12 trot, the Buckeye in the ruling that the race was finish- - New York
farm products.
stake for $5000 in which four hearts ed yesterday and in the moving up of Mayer and E. Burns; Schupp.
The placing of raw wool on the free
in
vere raced yesterday. This gave first the horses, outside of Peter Mc- Schauer and McLean, Hartley, Wilson.
list, and a reduction of nearly
CHIEF JUSTICE CULLEN, WHO PR ESIDES AT SULZER TRIAL.
ii oney to Lady Grattan, who won the Cormick, one point.
(Called end of ninth; darkness.)
Ithe tariff on woolen clothing, especij
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FOR RENT 3 furnished rooms for light housekeeping, College St.,
$18.00 per month.
FOR RENT 5 room unfurnished house, bath, range, electric lights,
$20.00 per month.
6 room unfurnished house, bath, range, electric lights
FOR RENT
$35.00 per month.
FOR SALE 300 acres good land near Roswell on the Pecos river,
.
land well fenced, artesian well flows 350 gallons per minute,
small house, 8 acres of alfalfa and 20 acres under cultivation,
all can be irrigated. Price $11,000.

O. C. WATSON & CO.
(C. A. BISHOP, PROP.)
SURETY BONDS.

INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE, LOANS,

C. L. POLLARD,

'

President.

J.

R.

Secretary.

CRICHTON,

Manager

,

.

Treasurer.

&

11

'

Lumber and Transfer Co.
(INCORPORATED)

for Honey

j

'

men and animals crave sweets. Jack
n.bbits are tied to the spot when they strike
a patch if sand cherries. The Indians discovered the deliciotisness of maple suar.

All

MOREYS

MAPLE SYRUP
i

llfi

"The Best the Grocer Can Deliver"

MOREY MERCANTILE CO.
Decvcr, Coio.

c

IFOIR-

HEADQUARTERS

-

ADOLF

SELIGMAN

GO.

GOODS

DRY

resig-vlousl-

LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

d-

Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Building Materials of Every Description.

FAMOUS DAWSON COAL

FTHE

is made direct from pure maple sap, sweet and rich
?.s Nature makes it, not from maple su;,'ar.
Try these oilier winter delicacies Solilaire Peanut
Butter, Solitaire Jellies, Solilaire Preserves.

N

'

AGENTS

ML

Bears Will Travel Miles

ale-br-

Phone, 189 J.
:
119 San Francisco St.,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

L. A. HUGHES,

i

res-cui- ts

MRS.W.LINDHARDT

1

t--

partly cloudy, i:l; cloudy, C; thunder-- !
storms occurred on eight, days. Tilers
CLOUDV MONTH v as a light frost on the 2th, 20th,
27th, 2Mb and 2!tth; a heavy frost on
cold, cloudy the 17th, 21th and 2(ilh. There was no
September was
killing frost.
ruinth.
The following statistics given out
MAN
IMPRISONED
by the weather man tell the story:
MAY BE RELEASED SOON.
Total hours of sunshine during the
('em ralia. I'a.. Oct. a. It was estimonth
hours.
b the Lehigh Valley Coal commated
2'Jil
or
hours.
normal,
Average
ollicials this morning that ten
Percentage of possible during the pany
or twelve feet of solid anthracite coat
iwinth, 71 per cent.
remains to tie rut uwiy before
per cent.
.Normal,
will be abb' to reach Thomas
Departure, 7 per cent.
inin.-rwho was enThe mean temperature was .'i7.2 de- Tosle'Sky, the
in
the
continental
tombed
colliery iia
below the normal
vices which is
bad been expectweek
today.
raking the past month next to the ed thatagothe imprisoned man would
bo
coldest on record. The lowest mean
liberated at noon today, but he wiil
iLinperature for September during the doubtless have to spend another night
past, forty years is 05.6 in the year or
part of it, in his little cell, a space
seven feet wide by lifteeii feet. long.
The highest temperature was 79 on
Xew Mexican Want Ads work wnile
the lUlli; the lowest 32 on the 25111.
The number of clear days, II; of you sleep.

SEPTEMBER A COLD

We Carry

TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS:
New Vork, X. Y., Oct.
Telephone the Postal Tele- Charged
graph company If you do not get
v.iih conspiracy, arson and the rob-S your paper and one will be deI try of a grave, Arthur S. Hughes, a
S ranch
llvered to you at once.
owner of Forsyth, Mont., was
N
S S S N N
S wrested here this afternoon at the re-We Also Clean
quest of Sheriff Mosen, of Rosebud
Altoi'iiey II. 1). Jamison, of Alliu-Ostrich Plumes.
White
ci.unty, Montana.
qiiprgue, is here on legal business.
is charged with having en
Hughes
H. c. llfeld, the prominent Las
Into a conspiracy with his wife
Vegas, merchant, is at the De Vargas. jtered
li'iid a man named Klliott, both of
V. S. Attorney Summers Rnrlihart
whom, the police assert, are under ar-- ,
is here from Albuquerque.
le is at iicst in Montana,
to collect $S(HMi in
the lie Vargas hotel.
niranee on his life, which" he carried
125 Palace Ave.
V. (". Clarke, the. well known
it the Montana Life Insurance coin-is at
salesman
pauy.
the Montezuma.
Acocrding to the complaint, a man
and Miss l, amed
Airs. Orpua If. Moore
Craig was killed in Forsyth,:
j.ydia Moore, of Kallna, Kan., are flout two and one half months ago ANOTHER SLIDE
sightseers in the city.
(N BANKS OF
Hughes, it is a'.by a railroad man.
P. T. Cheatam. of Taos, was in the li
the
ged, took Craig's body from
PANAMA CANAL
city yesterday and left for Las Vegas grave where it lay, carted it. to his
on a short business trip.
home, placed it in a bed chamber, aud
C. I,. Pollard, secretary of the Santa
Official
Washington. 1). ('., Oct.
then set the house on lire.
Ft Lumber & Transfer company, was
The body, burned to a crisp, and tin- assurance of the complete imuiuiiiiv
ot the Panama canal from daimigc by
in Albuquerque yesterday on business,
recognizable, was found in the embers
.Miss
r.isie
itaicner, ui ragu&ii nd Mrs. Hughes went into mourning Wednesday's earthquake came to the
Pwings. Colo., who has been visiting' for her husband. Hughes, the com-- i Isthmian canal otlieers here today in
the following cablegram from
Col.
her aunt. Mrs. Leo Herscli, left, yester- - plaint, continues,
disappeared.
'Cuui hals.
dt.y for bump.
A few days later Mrs. Hughes mar-K. O. Foster, a Xew York mining'
caused no damage to
l it il Klliott and put in a claim for the
man, although crowded uy imsiness 'Ssiiiin insurance on Hughes' life. Slier- jany canal structures nor did it create
during his brief stay in Santa Fe, yes-- j in' Mosen believed that the body found or increase any old slides."
The references to slides is undertertlay took time to view the historic, in the ruins was not that of Hughes
archaeological and art, treasures of the and Boon afterwards arrested them stood to arise from the report of a
movement of earth into C
Falace of the Governors,
both while he investigated the sup-- ,large at
Cucharaca. which almost filled
A. It. Hudspeth, chairman of thr--'
jC'ut,
posed death of Hughes,
Khe canal prism tit that point.
This
Pemocratic state central committee,
Mosen and the insurance officials
movement, however, has been in progleft last night for Raton, where he 'burned that
to
come
Xew
had
Hughes
ress for some time and doubtless was
will preside at a Democratic county York
and was in communication with facilitated
by the admission of water
convenuo ai wnicn ,, e pa.iy ...
wl(Jow
into the cut through Hie twenty-inccounty will be reorganized
Tnpy nofled ie Xpw York police
pipes in (iainboa dike.
victoriano ' ruz, a prominent c.m- detectives were sent out to find
The purpose of admitting the water
zen from Chimayo, left this afternoon him.
After searching for weeks,
Into tfle cut in advance of the blowing
for Albuquerque where he will attend traced him to a lodging house on they
the
the sessions of the new training school cast side and found that he was work up of the dike about October 1. was
here. Mr. Cruz is well known in this in.) no .. 1rrL..I.n,.nv,..,1 Tn1..,. .lin.' to add to the efficiency of the dynamite charge by the tamping effect of
city and throughout .the state and his;
to
at
the fifteen feet of water which would
urn
mm
success
in
wisn
mentis
many
'Brooklyn bridge.
It is probable that this
be admitted.
new undertaking.
water bad acted as a lubricant and
Mrs. It. li. Patterson, .Mrs. T. 11.
softened ihe earth at Cucharacha.
jByrd, Mrs. J. A. Wood and Mrs. Rich- 'GIRL DENIES SHE
thus hastening the sliding action.
'ard S. Barry left yesterday afternoon
WAS STABBED
for Deming, N. 51., where they will atOF ALASKA,
tend the state convention of the V.
BY OELRICHS JUDGEIS MURANE,
REMOVED BY PRESIDENT.
c. T. U. Mrs. H. S. Barry who
Washington, 1). C. Oct. 3. l'resi- lived In Santa Fe. came from
New Vork, Oct. .'!. There was made dent Wilson today removed Judge
Newton, Kansas, specially to attend
this afternoon what purports tojnelius I). Mnrane, I'nited States dis- the convention at this time.
Attor-r.ebe an affidavit of Lucille
Singleton, trict judge at Nome, Alaska.
well
known
Frank N. Page, the
forth that she was not stabbed
(leneral McReyonlds, by direction
setting
on
Pecos
the
raicher and pioneer
by Herman Oelrich as she had pro-- ! of the president, requested the
near Puerto de Luna, was a museum
The affidavit was nation of Judge Mnrane several weeks
charged.
:
enthu-visitor,, this, forenoon. He is
made In the presence of .lames Mack- - ago and the latter refused to resign
siastic about his fine apple orchard Icy, an assistant district attorney.
until next June. It is said at the
and exhibits a number of ore speci- ltl substance the Mftidiivit s:ivs Oeb nn.tmui,l Hint ttio I'pntnvnl wn in:i,ln
mens that seem to carry considerable plcng and tllfi g,rl ll,ld ,JWn (lrinUnK foI. lhe ROod of ,llP 8e,.vlce.
gold. He struck the ledge from which and m, 0ell.ic.hs lost colllrol of the n
in whicn ,)ey were riding.
jtbey are laiien wnue roan ouuu.ng. a,ltomo,ile
.
.
,011't inow why I said I was
Sure Indications
Istabbed," states the affidavit, "unless
BEFORE JUDGE POPE.
of Lung Trouble
was so excited. It
it was because
the truncations of Ihiviiteneil
Habeas corpus proceedings are be- ,was not because I want money
Among
I.uiik Tmnhle me a foiitiniie.l rough,
S.
(nottiia nfteriirtoii het'nre
'
mid liinlit sweats. A chunse of
someNew York, N. V Oct.
nflen ll'lM. I"" H "Wilis Hull
Young
District Judge William 11. Pope in the
lhe comixh
Is
t"
iiwilct
liiol-slop
thing
case of Stephen Canavan who was Herman Oelrichs remained in seclumill invents mill ulTi'St I lie progress of
Alterative, niter ninny
jailed at Albuquerque for contempt of sion today declining to discuss the
eni-of use. is known to lie most hone.
court.
charge, made by Lucille. Singleton,
ii..ll In lirliiL'liii! nliont relief, In ninny
,, InvesitiKale
complete recoveries.
daughter of a Texas' mining man, that ruses
siohell i uy, mo.
tills ciise
ho had stabbed her on Tuesday night
cough,
(ientlemen: mill Inn! n terrible
swenls
pleurisy In my lJ'g;
last just before the automobile in night
A mini who heiinl me coughing ml vised
no
1'illd
v. hich they were riding crashed Into a
me m Inke voni- AlHTiitlve.
to him then.
gel so lull!
e
tiee. He referred all inquirers to his intention
should go to Wyoming.
snlil
the
ily
got there
ilhl, nml when
,'awyers. who repeated what they had
leineniheie.l whnt
Then
worse.
said yesterday and last night, that the grew
liml iK'en lohl ino nhoiil your inodlclni..
Willi no fnitll
liegnn Inking
o..
winrf Drinn itnlu Snnt. Hn, stabbing charge was ridiculous. They
I
hint lliken llnee
l.el'ol'e
lull
in
nml
were
that
I
emphatic
staling
e:lt
equally
eollhl
hollies.
Remove
miytlling. over
to
Easily.
nmt for
ye:r
husTi
slopped
to
been
made
had
pi.
attempts
'hnvc been well mnl In l.ettei- lienltli
Here's a chance, Miss Freckle-face- ,
the matter up, and that no offers of
to try a remedy for freckles with the
WV. B..MAK.
'".TllhuX W"""
Money settlement to the girl had been
llliue on leipiest.)
it
lAhove iililirevinteil:
dealer
that
reliable
of
a
guarantee
to
licen
hy
made.
has
would
The
or
be
Alterative
Kekmiin'K
girl kept
will not cost you a penny unless it retnmiv vears' tesl l.l lie I mostu ellicacious
her room today, awaiting the arrival
Affections,
for seveni Truont ml
moves the freckles; while If it does
Ilrmiclilal Astliliia. Slllhhoni
of her father from Dallas, Texas.
eiv-Cohls anil in iiil.illlillng tile iVStemjou a ,lear complexion th j ex
Ol' llStt.lt- OOlsOIIS
no tulleollCH.
,'......,1,,
pense is trifling.
Ask for booklet telling
fMiiniilg' ilrugs.
la
I.ckinan
ami
write
of recoveries,
Simply get an ounce of othin- e- LOOK FOR UNKNOWN
I'n.. lor evi-- ;
I'liilailelpliia,
laboratory.
salt' by all lending di ugijlsts
double strength from your druggist
l'or
deuce,
MO
CDIPNAC
rlMCSlUO
n,,rt a few annlicntioiis should show!
'and by Zook's Pharmacy in Santa Fe.
rid
to
is
it
HENNING
JOHN
yourself ofj
you how easy
the homely freckles and get a beauti- inuxrmnmjTriuuTjTjxnAiLru'ui
ful complexion. Rarely is more than
Chicago, 111., Oct. 3. Renewed vis- one ounce needed for the worst case, or in the search for two men alleged
Be sure to ask the druggist for the to have
supplied John C. Hemiing with
double strength othine as this is the funds while he was a fugitive from
prescription sold under guarantee of justice, was injected into the case to-money back if it fails to remove freck' day after Slate's Attorney Iloyne had
les.
interviewed Kenning.
The state's attorney stated that
illenning's evidence, while valuable
contained nothing not
previously
known in connection with the allega-GO.
KAUNE
H.
'tion that Henning's unsuccessful alien-ation suit against Clarence S. Funk,
was due to a conspiracy growing out'
Where Quality CGoverns the Price of Funk's testimony against Senator
Lorinier.
and Price the Quality
The two men who are missing are
said to have been the agents of men
"higher up" in providing Henning
Phone 262.
with funds not only for his escape
fioni a trial on a charge of perjury,
ONCE
PHILOSOPHER
but during his suit against Funk.
"KEEP GOOD NATUR-eSAID:
The state's attorney this afternoon
'till 10 a. m. and the Baladmitted that he had been approachance of the Day will take care
ed indirectly in behalf of one of the
of itself." Let us help you keep
men "higher up" who was said to be
good natured, a good Breakfast
anxious to confess in return for Imrequires good Groceries, get the
from
munity
prosecution.
best from us.
"This man knows where the money
We have received ill our new
came from," said the state's attorney,
Foods
and other
"Quaker"
conI
to
hear his
"but am not ready
Fatrninaceous
Everything
goods.
fession until I am certain that there
in the line this "year's pack,
Now
is no possibility of failure."
sweet.
fresh and
Quaker White and Yellow
Cornmeal.
THE DAY IN CONGRESS
Rolled Oates, (all sizes).
Grains of Gold.
Senate.
Mother's Wheat Hearts.
Took up urgent deficiency
approPearl Hominy.
surpriation bill.
This week we will
Hominy Grits.
Vice president signed tariff hill.
Nudavene Flakes.
or
in
you
prise
House.
Puffed Corn (the newest).
Agreed to the tariff bill conference
Puffed Rice.
QUALITY
report as submitted from the senate.
Puffed Wheat.
Speaker Clarke signed the bill at
Pearl Barky.
p. m.
Food
Breakfast
Pettijohn's
Will be good color, firm 1:25Adjourned
at 1:55 p. m., until noon
and lots of others.
from defects. Tuesday.
The prices are as pleasing as
the Quality. If you have not
SEVERAL INJURED WHEN
enough left for tomorrow mornBALCONY COLLAPSES.
ing's Brekfast, please call up
A hundred perNOW.
Xew York, Oct.
Best Canning Pear.
This Week-T- he
sons fell fifteen feet in an uptown
hall today, through the collapse of a
The
,Co.
gallery. Several were Injured.
hall was being used as a synagogue.
KAUNE
CO. Though many were shaken up. the
"TheQualityShop"
injuries of only four were serious.
summoned ware not needAmbulances
B-- st
PHONIT '
Where
ed, as only one of the Injured would
For
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Does a General Banking Business.

N. B. LAUGIILIN,

MONTANA MAN
FACES SEVERAL
SERIOUS CHARGES
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ORDER YOUR FALL SUIT NOW
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WILL BE INTERESTED IN OUR FALL AND
Vnil
I tJ WINTER FABRICS AND STYLES JUST
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CEIVED FROM DAVIDSON & CO., THE FASHION
ABLE TAILORS OF CHICAGO. We recommend this
brand of tailoring because of the maker's ability to please
and satisfy EVERY CUSTOMER where others FAIL.
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uy For Cash!

And we will show you how much you can save. Espe
cially should you do this with your

Flour

Hay,a Grain

Give us

trial and let us show you. Guaranteed
Pure, Clean and Wholesome.

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. O'CONNELL, Mgr.,

- -

Galisteo and Water Sis.

Phone, Main 250.

s

It Will

Not Cost You Anything

to Learn the Facts

I

Property with 140 feet frontage on West San Francisco Street and
with depth of about 220 feet. Large adobe building of about 20 rooms
with electric light. Water to curb line. Street paved.

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD,
Rooms 8

ixi

and 9, Capital

City Bank Building,
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MANAGER,
Santa

Fe, N. At.
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Albuquerque,

ljftjp2

OCTOBER

N.IW.

6 TO II, 1913.

Special Excursion Rates
One Fare for the Round Trip from All Points in
New Mexico to Albuquerque and Return.

$3.45

From Santa Fe,
New Mexico.

DATES OF SALE, OCT. 4TH TO 11TH.

RETURN LIMIT, OCT.

13, 1913

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.
W. R. BROWN, G. F.

&

El Paso, Texas.

P. A.,

H. S. LUTZ,

Aent,
Santa Re, N.

a

S.

HELLO

M.

SAN FRANCISCO

STREET.

THE STAR BARN
W.

PURE FOOD
GROCERY

Elberta

SADDLE

-

PROPRIETOR.

TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.

310

PROMPT

Re-

SERVICE.

San Francisco St.

DISTRIBUTOR

OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water.
Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
Santa Fe. New Mex.
TELEPHONE 35 J

d

tne way

and free

Fancy Bartlett Pears

Prices ar
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-

saHENRY KRICK&- -

Denver & Rio Grande R. R.

cottish Rite
Masonic Reunion

At Their Best

8

PONIES.

Phone 139.

Are

I S.

WILLIAMS,

Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.
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GENERAL LIVERY

YES, THIS IS

1

Peaches

I7TT3STATE FAIR

H. C. YONTZ7 JEWELER,

i

j

Ask About This One

Necklaces, Cuff Buttons.
Stick Pins. Lockets, etc., made of (iold and Turquoise. All
articles have been made at our store, and tourists are invited
to look at the skilled workmen who turn out these beautiful
pieces of jewelry.

Hrom-iilli-

j

INSURE WITH HAY WARD AND REST CONTENT.

whnl-evc-

11.

1

sli-i-

! FILIGREE JEWELRY

Modern Grocery
'

Santa Fe,

N. M

October

I2th-22d,l9l-

3.

For the above occasion the D. & R. G. R. R. will protect rate of
for the round trip from the following
ONE FARE AND
stations:
Farmington, Aztec, N M., Durango, Colo., Antonito, Colo.,
Espanola, N. M., and all drrectl Intermediate stations.
ONE-FIFT-

SELLING DATES:
From Farmington to Aztec, N. M., Oct. II, 14, 16, 20.
From points Durango to Osier, N. M Oct. 13, 15, 17,21.
From Antonito to Espanola, N. M., Oct. 14, 16, 18, 22.
rn
USJ-Retu-

limit, October 27th.

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,
244 San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N. M.
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
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Santa Fe New Mexican

THE

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Poatofflc
Published Dally
The Santa Fe New Mexican
English Weekly
The New Mexican Review
Spanish Weekly
El Nuevo Mexlcano
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CREDIT AND GONFIDENGE
!
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Charles

M.

President
General Manager
.Editor

Stauffer

J. Wight Glddlngs.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
5.00

Dally, pw year, py mall
Dally, six months, by mall
Waekly. per year

2.5l
el.OD

..1.16
.1.81

Dally, par qvarrtr, ky mall...
Dally, per quarter, ky carrier .
Weekly, six month

.1 .11

The chief function of this strong bank Is to provide

best accommodations and best location for fishing.
Booklet Free on Request

THE
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NATIONAL

CAPITAL.

anyone who can afford any other kind ters and the cobwebs on the shelf,
would be foolish not to get 'em. but I and there's scarcely anybody in the
do not see just w hy it was necessary store besides yourself, and your stock
did is getting
and the grocer-wheto burn them as the authorities
there were a lot of people to ies are stale, and bills enough are
whom even a cotton mattress would coming due to make a banker pale,
look good, and a distribution of the oh. then's the time a feller s a getting
nirplus among the people who did not kind of blue, and is puzzled how to
have them would have been the act know just, what's the proper thing to
of charity that would have redounded do. But in such a situation one sure
t
to the credit of the ones who thought remedy applies, if you want to
of it and would have saved some of the customers you've got to advertise.
Johnson's Jabe, in Albuquerque Her- the smell about the college campus at
the time of the conflagration. Hut it,ald.
is the butter part of the affair in
Glad of the Prunes.
which I sympathize with the Vassar
Since the beefsteak has followed
a
them
not
blame
I
would
and
girls,
the cow and jumped over the moon,
bit if they took Emmeline Pankliurst one is
glad to know that there is to
into their confidence and asked her
be so many prunes this year. Prunes
advice.
are said to have a pacifying effect
It is an outrage on young American
on the human system. They should
be
should
womanhood and the act
to
be Imported in large quantities
avenged.
fierce Mexico and distributed among
We Are Thankful.
the warring tribes of that republic.
Is it not a relief to see the streets
Peace and prunes should be the pray-e- i
looking as they are now with the
of Mexico and the Balkan states.
veeds removed and the dirt swept Portales Herald.

SURE, LET 'EM SNOOZE.

PHONES:
THE PACKERS

FIRST

SANTA

FE

VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.

THE VALLEY RANCH,

EDITORIAL ROOMS 31

BANQUET.

!

SURPLUS AND PROFITS,

A

-

m,

$245,0(111.00.

n

shelf-wor-

BUSINESS OFFICE 286

credit for worthy
commercial enterprises and industrial developments.
Young men and women and young business concerns are invited to open
accounts with this old reliable institution, which is willing to lend its cus
tomers financial assistance to the limit of their responsibilities.
To men of integrity and capacity in their business, this bank is always
success of their underready to extend such credit as may be essential to the
takings.

Fishing in its prime. The Pecos River the best trout
stream in the Southwest. The Valley Ranch offers the
r

"All of Today's New Today"

3, 1913.

SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.
iv. ivr.

The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
Bronson M. Cutting;

OCTOBER

FRIDAY,

The El Paso Times (motes an editorial which appeared in the New .Mexthe position
ican a few days ago. and takes this paper severely to task for
Amtaken relative to the big and expensive banquet recently given by the
5ANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
erican Association of .Meat Packers in Chicago.
The Times waxes sarcastic in its criticism of this paper and among other
HOME
things it says:
If the rich man wants to spend his money, let him spend it, particularly
It
when by spending it he gives employment to those wanting employment.
Cuisint and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
will be said that instead of spending it for expensive dinners, rich clothing
Lord.
to
the
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
and fine equipage he should give it to the poor, thereby lending it
Central Location.
The poor are not asking for charity. They want work that is to say, the
want work
poor worrh thinking about or talking about or worth saving
THOS. DORAN,
rather than charity. Therefore, when work is given them It is uneconomic
Large Sample Rooms.
and unwise to attempt to arouse dissatisfaction among them by appealing
fortunto their baser natures their spirit of envy, their hatred of the more
men
ate or the more able. Perhaps the New Mexican would prefer that the
The elocution teacher was instruct- up
would
who posses to a large degree the. genius of nuance, the Midas touch,
a scholar who had insisted upon
,nev nejoice.
ing
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under
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hide
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a Jong and rather prosy rectlv to the woman's club, the cham-learning
...
Every lover of birds, song and beauty
m
No we do not want the money or me weaiuiy
to piece.
l.er of commerce and to Warden Mc-- may well rejoice that the persistent
the ground or hidden under a mattress," nor was it our intent to appeal
"When you have finished the reci- Mantis.
attempts of the feather trust to de
the baser nature of the people.
a tation," said the teacher, "bow gracewho have been at work feat the paragraph of the tariff bill
men
These
We feel that if the packers can afford a banquet that costs them $100
and leave the platform on tip ' on this
of their product more than fully
cleaning up process have done which prohibits the importation of MR. HARVEY OATMAN,
plate that they are taking from the consumer
lrd plumage for commercial purmore in a few days than the regular
for one of the toe."
are
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in
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"On tiptoe?" asked the scholar.
they
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"Yes," answered the teacher,
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when
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not
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done
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and where the
THE BYSTANDER
undertaken? The contrast Is so great ous birds have been slaughtered in
Son of the Famous
There is an apparent inconsistency in the situation when the average
Take no chances on either
that It cannot but be noticed and one America that some species are already
,
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niiro ilmvn in the eunsumnt ion of meat as an article of
when a small amount will give
vxtinct and others are fast following
cannot help wondering why it Is.
"BILLY" CATTON,
diet, and at the same time the packers are able to give these expensive
I guess we will have to Invite some suit, to the great loss of the farmers
s
you the protection that you
who will manage his billiard
and luxurious banquets for which someone, of course, pays.
not that he
need, and when you do use inforeign minister or near minister here and the no less loss of every lover o"
and Instruct titose desiring to
indirectly the payer is the consumer, and the objection is
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the
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column where the answers are writ- street cleaning
is really effective
lounging room for those who cater
How are we to Jift a portion of the burden, and while the packers give ten by the syndicate writers to those cnlv incentive that
ALWAYS SEE
in getting the town to look clean and
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to the pastime.
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!t hi hjun known thst Nature's moat valuable health eiv
tnr tha MM of disease are found in our American forests.
rWf tnrta voara utrn llr. R V. Pierce, chief consulting physician to the Invalids'
Hotel and Surgical Institute at Buffalo, N.Y., used the powdered extracts as well as
the liquid extracts of native medicinal plants, such as Dloodroot and Queen's root.
Golden Seal and Stone root, Cherry bark and Mandrake, for the cure of blood
diseases. This prescription as put up in liquid form was called

TVn nninrin

From 3 Oto 63 degrees was the temperature yesterday and the average
relative humidity was US per cent.
The precipitation for the past 21 hours
showed 0.03 of an inch of rain. Yesterday was a partly cloudy day with
a sprinkle of rain over the city from
6 :,'!." a. m. to S :)," a. m. and showers
in the vicinity at intervals during thei

V intr flm.nl

DR. PIERCE'S

golden Medical Discovery i

day.

and haa enjoyed a large sale for all these years in every drug atore in the
the powdered extract in surrar-coate- d
land. You
tablet. form. of i
... can inow obtain
Cl
or sendt we in one - cent nufuaire" BtaniDS lor inai dux con
"vour medicine dealer,
Dr. Pierce's Invalida' Hotel, Buffalo, N.Y., and tablets will be mailed, postage prepaid,
The "Golden Medical Discovery" makes rich, red blood, invigorates the
Btomach, liver and bowels and through them the whole system. Skin
affections, blotches, boils, pimples and eruptions result of bad blood
are eradicated by this alterative extract as thousands have testified.
Send 31
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high barometer has nppeared with colder weather in Wash
ington, Oregon, Montnu, Idaho, north-ern California and Nevada. Conditions
favor showers in this section tonight ;
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culty had been experienced in finding
Campbell, who accompanied the of- twelve men competent to hear the tes
ficer, identified the buggy, although
in a murder case. Finally one
the men had torn off the seat and timony
old fellow answered every question
htrown it into an arroyo north of
satisfactorily. He had no prejudices;
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had not read a word about the
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another,
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he didn't know anyone connec
jcase;
Belen
the bargain.
Xvs.
ted with it; lie was not opposeu to capital punishment. He seemed to be an
Black Mesa Project.
ideal juror. He didn't know anything.
The directors of the Raton Irrigat- 'Juror,' said the prosecutor gravely,
Prisoner
es Land company, who have in charge 'look upon the prisoner.
the promotion of the Black mesa pro- look upon the juror.'
"The old man adjusted his glasses
ject, are In receipt of an important
ccmmunlcation this week from east- carefully and peered long at the man
on
the
ern investors who will be
before him while he pulled a bit nergrounds with their representatives in vously at his long chin whiskers. Then
a few days to look over the project he ejected a large amount of tobacco
juice and, facing the court, solemnly
said:
"
'Judge, durn if I don't believe he's
guilty.'
"The unconscious humor of it was
so irresistible that the court did not
try to quell the laughter that rang
through the room from everyone except the prisoner.
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PUMPS AND NECK
GIVE GIRL AWAY

GrapeNuts
made of choice wheat and barley, is a crisp, delightful food
ready to eat direct from sealed,
packages, which keep
it In perfect condition.
air-tig-

concentrated,
easily and quickly digested
generally In about one hour.
Grape-Nut-

s

is

It contains the vital food elements required by Nature for
rebuilding and sustaining both
body and brain.

"There's a Reason" for
6rape-Nut- s

Riles

FOU RENT
Three or six room
Aphouse, furnished or unfurnished.
ply D. s. I.owitzki, 220 San Francisco.
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SANTA FE, N. M.,

FOR SAI.E--Victor Victrola and
good selection ol records, practically
,new, cheap if taken at once. Inquire

October 15th to 25th

l.j

One and
Fare
for the Round Trip from
all points in New Mexico
to Santa Fe and Return.
One-Fift-

Estate Oak.

iron, wood.

street.

('. E. l.imiey. j
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Griffin

A match team of good
FOR SALE
scrrel roadsters, weight about 1000
pounds, seven years old, with harness
and buggy. $2.'i0 cash takes the outfit.
Inquire 11.", Santa Fe avenue.

RETUkN LIMIT:

October 27th, 1913.
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FE.N.M.
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Two fioiul stoves; Olio
one large cast

FOR SALE
.

DATES OF SALE:

H.S. LfTZ, Aft.,
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October 12th to 22nd.
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Department of ihe Interior, V. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept.

j
Notice is hereby given that Harold
III. Brook, of Buckman, N. M who, on
Sept. !(. 191.1, made Additional Home- stean Entry, act April 2S. 1901. No.
01 !l rS, for N
Sec- NE
SE
tion IT,, Township 19 N., Range fi K,
N. M. P. Meridian, Act June 11, 1900,
List
Jemez National Forest,
;n. m.
hereby gives notice that nil persons
.1.
Wight Giddings, (.'aiming the land adversely or deBir-inManaging Editor,
F:.nta Fe, N. M.
to show it to be mineral in charBusiness Manager, Chas. M. Stauf acter must file objection with this
'office, on or before October 1H, 1913.
jfer, Santa Fe, N. M.
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
Publisher, New Mexican Printing
Register.
company, Santa Fe, N. M.
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New York, Oct. 3 If it hadn't been
for a dainty pair of
French pums and a chubby feminine
neck that refused to be shackled in a
stiff boy's linen collar,
Miss
Julia
Griff en, a pretty
girl of
Brighton, Mass., today would be realizing her desire to see New York unfettered by the various conventions.
But the dainty feet and the collar-lesueck failed to jibe with a suit
of boy's clothing so, instead of seeing
New York, Miss Griffen is held in the
castody of the Children's society.
According to her confession in the
children's court today, Miss Griffen
ran away from her home two day ago,
taking with her $16 belonging to her
father and a suit of clothes belong
ing to her brother.
Last night Miss Griffen arrived in
New York and went to the Grand Union Hotel and asked
for a room.
When the clerk who noticed her inconsistencies in attire called the matron the girl broke down.
high-heele-
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brlag result, Trx It.
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quired by the act of August 21, 1 !) 2.
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H. .M. Huclier, El Paso.
J. A. Porter and wife, Denver.
J. V. Rose, Washington, i). C.
W. R. Fitch, Washington, D. C.
H. J. .Mendenhall, El Paso.
A. W. Ilikker, Denver.
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Frost, Santa Fe. N. XI.
MASONIC.
Montezuma Lodge
Henry I!. Paine, Kansas City, XIo.
Known
bondholders, mortgagees,
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
red other security holders, holding
Regular communication first Monday
per cent or more of total amount of
of each month at
l.onds, mortgages, or other securities:
M.
N.
XI.
Bronson
Masonic Hall at
Cutting Santa Fe,
7:30.
Average number of copies of each i
E. R. PAUL, W. M.
issue of this publication sold or dis
irlbuted, through the mails or other- CHAS. E. LINNEY. Secretary.
wise, to paid subscribers during the
sis months preceding the date of this
Santa Fe Chapter No.
750.
1, R. A. M.
Regular
second
convocation
CHAS. XI. STAl'FFEl!,
Monday of each month
Business .Manager,
at Masonic Hal! at
Sworn to and subscribed before ine
7:30 p. m.
this 1st day of October, Hllli.
i. A. MASS1B,
NORA K. Sl'XIXIERS,
(Peal. I
H. P.
ARTHUR SELIOMAN.
Notary Public,
Secretary.
iXfy commission expires March II
Maud
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food.

Desirable rooms for
FOR RENT
light housekeeping, 215 Garfield' St.

MEETING

Las Vegas.
Dean, Detroit.
Beach, Portland, Oregon.
Hasper, New York.
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doctor has not yet decided just what
his trophy is; but the bird is nearly
as large as a wild goose. The bird
was killed on the wing. It was a re- Range.
OPEN UP OUR GREAT
markable shot as well as a remarkable
bird. Tucunicari News.
Worried.
Brooks
Mistah
"What am that stuff called vagOne.
Hard
For
Looking
rant?" asked Richard Brooks, colored,
Professor Barton, an enthusiast over this morning when he was brought
c
made
Scotland
famous,
the game that
before Judge D. R. Murray to answer
has been tramping over the mesa since a charge of vagrancy.
The case
his arrival in the city looking for a caused Mistah Brooks considerable
course sufficiently hazardous for golf. anxiety, owing to a lack of knowledge
Ht has finally located a
of court procedure, and he appeared
course north of the campus, which, by not to understand the course of
reason of its numerous arroyos.
events.
ought to
hills, and
"I nevah was accused of not bein'
furnish sufficient excitement to any- a
j
hard workin' niggah," volunteered
one who plays the game.
Brooks to the judge.
The holes have been planted, and
As the city can make good use of
work will proceed on the putting
''i workers, Judge Murray decided
be
course
marked
will
the
and
greens,
with flags as rapidly as funds are av- that Instead of allowing the colored
gentleman to take the road he should
ailable. University News.
be given fit) days' work on the streets.
Brooks grew excited when informed
They Took Chances.
would work on the streets
Quite an interesting debate took that GO he
for
days under the eye of a guard.
place at Tatum Saturday night, last, His
love for work seemed to vanish
at the. literary. The question was,
Coles
"Resolved That Single Life is More to and he informed Chief Ben
that he "wouldn't take any words off
Be Desired than Married Life."
Bruce Autry and Edgar the watchman."
The negro had been in Hie city for
Petitfils; negative, L. H. Howard and
Be it said to the credit several days and three times has been
I. T. Crow.
ot the affirmative that though they had threatened with a jail sentence if he
the wrong side to please the girls, they did not leave at once. He is a coal
statewon the debate over two married men, miner, according to his own
and that before three judges who were ment, and is on his way back to his
in Gallup.
iill married. Wonder what the wives "woman" who is now living
tin- of those judges said to them when they He will be worked on the streets
see
time
officers
til
the
that
such
iruuui-- i
HOI Jiomc:
fit to allow him to leave the city.-La- s
LOADING COAL ON LIGHTHOUSE
Edgar's girls said to them on the way
Vegas Optic.
heme? McDonald News.
TENDER AT CORDOVA, ALASKA,
AND (BELOW) JACK DALTON.
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during the summer are grazed In the
Oscura mountains Socorro Chieftain.

Got His Men.

GRAND

Fidel Ortiz,

Highest temperature this date, last Saturday generally fair weather.
42.
hxtrenie this!
S. Burkliart, Albuquerque.
with a view towards possible invest- year, ,0; lowest,
11
years' record, highest, SI. in
Mrs. II. I,. Pierce, Albuquerque.
Cadillac. Mich., is reported to be the
ment. The prime mover in the pres- date,
in JS80.
W. K, Walker. Phoenix.
foremost city in the country for varied
ent activity has made a thorough in- 1S7S; lowest, 32,
Al Schonfekl. Chicago.
Forecast,
and close utilization of forest prod
vestigation of the Black mesa lands
H. C. Ilfeld, Las Vegas.
For Santa Fe and vicinity: Local mts.
and available water supply from the
Mrs. Orpha if. Moore, Galena, Kan.
and
showers
cooler
is
determined
and
tonight;
slightly
Sugarite depression
to close matters at a very early date. Saturday generally fair.
The railroads of the United States!
Lydia Moore. Galena, Kan.
H. II. Jamison, Albuquerque.
For New Mexico: Tonight general- use about l,"iO,00,O0O wooden ties each
The general features of the new prop
Jno. Stanley, Alamosa.
osition, as outlined in the recent com- ly cloudy with showers in north and ytar.
munication are very flattering to the
immediate starting of work on Ihe
reservoir. The resecur-iii- THE MAN WHO MADE THE GUGGENHEIMS STAND HITCHED ! THAT'S JACK DALTON, THE
f000 acre-foo- t
of one or two important options or.
land is the only real obstacle now
PIONEER OF ALL ALASKA, WHO TELLS WHY UNCLE SAM MUST
Raton
confronting the directors.

96,000 Pounds.
Hon. H. O. Bursum shipped Thursday 90,000 pounds of wool to Albuquerimque. The Hocks from which this
mense amount of wool was clipped

nine-hol-

1

vAim:tlfy

ALL IIUl

east.

Roy A. Staiiim. Albuquerque-P. L. Dawson, Trinidad.
George A. Cainpfiolcl, Albuquerque.
F. L. Seliuabel, Albuquerque.
W. K. G. Stout, Versailles, Ky.
F. D. McMillen, Denver.
E. V. Deuel, A.lamosa.
.1.
V. Hopper. Alamosa.
F. W. Knapp. Rochester, N. Y.
M. B. Fowler. Tucunicari.
L. j. Smith, Denver.
Ross Winans, Hutchinson, Kans.
F. E. Clarke, Albuquerque.
.1.
L. Burgoyne,
Cincinnati.
II. C. Preston, Albuquerque.
Hotel De Vargas.
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ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
EDWARD

P. DAVIES,

City Attorney.
Capital City Bank Building,
RooniB

li. O. Sawyer, special Alaska commissioner of the New .Mexican, who
stampeded with the stampeders to the
new gold diggings in the Shushanna
district, is going to tell our readers
more about the great country of Alaska. Sawyer has "trailed back" from
his interesting but perilous trip,, and
is now in the more settled part of the
territory, in the vicinity of the land
where there are inch coal mines and
farms where Uncle Sam is seriously

17-1- 8

Santa Fe, New Mexleo

Santa Fe Commandery
No. 1. K. T. Regular
conclave fourth Monday In each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30
p. m.

WESLEY O. CONNER, JR
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1, 14th degree. Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on
the third Monday of each month at
7:30 o'clock in the evening In the New
Cathedral.
Visiting Scottish Rite
Masons are cordially invited to attend.
E. C. ABBOTT,

.

Chas. R. Easley
& EAJLEY,
aw.
Attorneys-a- t
Practice In the Courts and Defr
Land Department.
uind grants aud titles examined.
Santa Fe, N. It., branch Office, Eito
Chas, F. Easley,
EA8LEY

E. C.

32",

Venerable Master.
CHAS. A. WHEELON, Secy.
.

P. O. E.

Santa Fe LodgeNo.
P. O. E,
460, B.
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esslor. on the seccla, N. M.
fourth
ond
and
Wednesday cf each
i
O. W. PRICHARD,
Buve..imeni-uiw.mW"'uei HIS
month. VI I ting
and government-operaterailroads
Attorney and Counaellor-at-Law- .
brothers are Invitrailroads. Editor.
Practices in all the District Courti
ed and welcome.
case
to
attention
and
special
gives
By E. O. SAWYER.
'
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
,
before the State Supreme Court.
Cordova, Alaska. Oct. 3. Jack
Exalted Ruler,
M
N.
Office:
Santa
Fe,
all
Alaskan
of
Bldg.,
Laughlln
pioneers,
pioneer
C. H. WILSON,
whom Cordovans proudly point out
Secretary.
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
as "the only man in the territory who
Dentist.
had nerve enough to make the
re Camp
Santa
Over Spitz Jewelry Stora.
stand hitched, wants the
13514, M. W. A.
Rooms 1, Z and I.
government to open the coal fields
meets second TuesPttone Red 6.
and build railroads into the interior
day each month, soof this bounteously rich country of
Office Hours g a. m. t I
cial meeting third
Alaska.
And by Appointment.
Dalton is a friend of Gifrord
Dawson during the first gold rush and
Tuesday at Firea
Dalton came to Alaska in 1884 and has since been interested in many
is
Senator
admirer
of
and
great
man's Hall. Visit- many a path he cut where no man had mining ventures. When the Guggen-lieim- s Poindexter.
welcome.
lnf
neighbors
eer been before. On the government
failed in their effort to estabA. G. WHITTIER, Consul.
"Nothing would be better for Alaska
maps these are marked "Dajton trail." lish a terminus for their line at Katal-l- than for the government to take over
A. E. P. ROBINSON, Clerk.
sawmill
is
a
now
Jack
Just
running
he assisted in locating the Cordova this line and continue it into the innear the Guggenheim dock. He plans ,.011te At the (mfi nP Btaked the cop-t- terior," he declared earnestly. "There
F. W. FARMER
own
his
next
of
build a dock
year p(,r cttim 011 wnjen his home and saw-an- are great opportunities for agriculHomestead No.
are
a cold storage plant. There
t
rniI are now ocate(, j,ater tile
2879, Brother,
tural and mineral developnumt, but
halibut banks off this port and jroa(1 seIected the 8anle poilit for jts not without, low and equal freight
hood of Americold storage will make Cordova a fab'ldoek site
can Yoemen.
rates.
The government should oper
ulously rich fishing town.
Meets second
&Aa.t amomt (Q m(K,h ,n tlp ate a steamship line also or else force
Before he came to Alaska, Dalton, !..
and fourth Mofineeenheims and they the present line to equalize its rates
nf
F. R'Y
A. T &
who was born iu Kansas, drove pack- - 8arte(j to lay track right through his The rates are very reasonable as far
ndays of toe
trains in the great southwest. When ;caim He jssued a warning and then north as Skagway because there is
month at the
TIME TABLE
this hardy pioneer came here, it wasjwnen tl)e workmen got pretty close he competition, but the rate here is
Fireman's Hall.
a howling wilderness.
H. Foreman. R. L Baca,
(double that to Skagway, and then To Effective
visited headquarters.
January 1st, 1913.
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.
"When I first went Into the Yukon
Wnat hal)pened there I learned from
the wolf packs used to keep0)d Cordovans before I went to see
"I think the government has been a
Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to conSanta Fe Lodge
us company," said Dalton.
"They (lle Qd .imCr Thev said he walked little slow about, opening the coal
nect with No. 3 westbound and
No. 2, Knights
of
trailed us day after day and circled ,u, ,0 tjle superintendent and said: "1 'fiejds. XVe need fuel and the stuff they
No. 10 eastbound.
meets
the camp by night. Now and men a tol(i you ,lot j0 build across my claim, .bring up here and sell for coal is a disPythias
12:10
p.
every Second and
Returning, arrive Santa Fe
rue government snouia mine
dog wandered too far from the fire you can come within six feet of It with grace!
m.
Fourth Friday of
and didn't come back sometimes they ..,.. raiiroad track and no close- r- the coal right away, or arrange so that
the month at 8
No. 3 carries passengers to Albupulled down a horse.
that's the law. Now, if you have that private capital could mine a part of
o'clock p. m.
"I was the first man to bring padtltrack put any closer than six feet, I the fields without there being a mono-- '
querque, locally, and to Pacific
Meeting In K.
Coast points.
horses into Alaska and they wanted am not going to shoot up the engin poly.
of P. Hall over
"I am a friend of the department of
to put me in an asylum! But it was eers or the workmen, but I'm going to
conm.
to
Fe
3:30 p.
Leave Santa
Kaune's store.
the interior, for think what it has done
no colder here than in Minesota andipay you another call."
nect with No. 1 westbound, and
All visiting
they did fine. Along in '87 I had three Walton has a reputation throughout for the forests. The Chugach forest
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
s reserve
Knights are most
here prevents waste and I,
hundred of them packing supplies tojAlaska as a rifle shot he simply
"Cut-offwith
Albuquerque
cordially Invited.
from the head of Lynn canal, er misses.
the Guggenheims or anybody else can
train for Clovls and vecoe ValH. F. STEPHENS, C. C.
While we were talking, 1 said, "By buy all the timber we want at a nomi- where Skagway now stands. Hay was
ley points.
A. REINGARDT,
will
K. of R. and S.
Why, the forester
$125 a ton, so I cleared some ground the way, Dalton, that railroad track nal figure.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.
on the east slope and raised timothy jruns across the corner of your claim. even show you where the best timber
m.
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
is located and everybody gets a square
three and a half tons to the acre. It doesn't it?
Lodge No. 259, holds Its regular
cost me about $5 a ton in the barn!
"No," he answered: "it just skirts deal. If there weren't a forest service
Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to conmeeting on the first Thursday of each
to grw round the edge you see my line runs here, some monopoly would have the
So that's how they started
nect with No. 7 westbeund
month at Fireman's ball at 7:30 p. m.
here and the railroad is over six feet thing so tied up that I couldn't buy a
El Paso sleeper, also Ho.
things here."
Visiting brothers are Invited and wel4 eastbound.
Dalton is credited with being the away at every point. I had quite a log anywhere!
come.
"I hope it won't be that way with
first white man to cross the head- - (little argument about that, but it's all
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6:39 p.
BENITO ALARID, President
the coal here!"
waters of the White river. He was at settled now!"
m.
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
Leave Santa Fe 1:50 p. m. to conODD FELLOWS,
nect with No. 8 eastbound, and
No. 2, I. O. O. F.
No. 8 westbound.
Santa Fe Lodge
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 11:38
meets
regularly
a. m.
very Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
In Odd Fellows Hull. Visiting brothfor
Call
ers always welcome.
Want Ads always
New Mexican
Reports.
I
results. Try It.
bring
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bo having served four years of his
sentence.
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TO SANTA FE

PROPERTY

POT

I

ON ROLLS

i

EVERYTHING
THERE IS TO EAT!

JOHN P. DODS WILL SEE TO IT THAT THE
OLDEST

McKinley County School Census.
The enumeration of the nerpoiiH of!

CITY IN THE

IS WELL ADVERTISED

UNITED STATES
IN

AUTOMOBILE

county has;
BLUE BOOK.
heen completed. It shows a total of!
of five and 21,
the
'l.'cS
belween
ages
OF
EQUALIZATION
BOARD
STATE
last year,
as compared Willi 111"
The city of Santa f'e is to receive
TO LIST FOR This large increase is not due entire-- i TWO
ASSESSORS
DIRECTS
Service
pages in the Automobile Blue
Try Our
ly to the influx of population, but to Hook, published in Chicago and Xew
MILLION
ONE
OVER
TAXATION
jthe fact that several new districts; York in five volumes.
have been organized, and unorganized
This was the information given here
territory has been added to districts by John P. Dods, who is now touring
heretofore organized.
the Southwest gathering data to make
the section of the Southwest one of
Water Application.
interest and usefulness.
An application to appropriate watet surpassing
"I am greatly impressed with the
BUT ONE MORE APPEAL
in
the
filed
been
has
for irrigation
work of your chamber of commerce
"
this map showing the most wonder.
,
.
TO BE PASSED ON ,I.llllfll,
Ul .HllAni ii.
ful fifty square miles," said Mr. Dods
is
called
what
Hood waters from
to Secretary Van Stone today.
N"
Snring or Grant arroyo. in twp. 27
"We are so well pleased with Santa
of
board
80
state
of
to
the
21
E., for the irrigation
Every appeal
range
and environs that we shall not fail
Fe
decided,
been
one
has
acres.
equalization but
to give many details concerning this
more
one
but
all
nrobabilitv
t,fi in
wonderful city."
meeting of the board will be neededI
Accompanied by Mr. Justice R. H.
to complete the work. This will prob-and former Mayor Arthur Sel- Hanna
re-I
one
ably be held jiext week. The
live wires of the chamber
both
Ismail,
&
A.
T.
maining appeal is that of the
Electrical Automobile supplies and! of commerce, Mr. Dods motored to
S. P. regarding that road's alleged coal
Tlie appearance and good taste of
1. Does it satisfy you?
He
f!uckman today to gather data.
the fixtures should be in full accord with the other furnishings of
Hands in San Juan county. Kxperts batteries. Gnagey and Ervien.
'i he city council will w ill ascertain
just how close he can
City Council
have been sent into San Juan county
your home.
with a car to the cliff dwellings
Would it receive the approving glance of your friends
2.
to look over Hub land and give the meet at the court house Tuesday night. get
wi.1.1 come
nnd on the return trip will stop at varind guests? The bathroom is an index of your regard for appearboard their judgment regarding it. It Matters of great importance
ions pueblos, including San Ildefonso
ances but more than that of your regard for cleanliness.
was assessed at $15 for full value, tax- up.
INSURE WITH HAYWARD AND and Tesuque, to see the Indian homes
3. Is it free from annoyances
es to lie paid on $u an acre from which
which have "come down undisturbed
of all kinds; no odors, no leaks, no
assessment the road appealed. As BE SURE.
lifixtures inconveniently placed?
through many centuries," to use the
Marriage License A marriuge
soon as the men now in San Juan
of expression of a person who visited
to
If 5 ou cannot say Vei to these
Vicente
was
istied
Trujillo,
cense
and
work
report,
their
county finish
questions take up the matter with us
In Lamy, and Domacinda Sandoval, of Santa Fe some time ago.
jthe board will complete its duties. on
and we wil' furnish estimates on satisIt is said that the Automobile Blue
Cow Springs.
work is going ahead
meantime
fixtures
convenient
creditable,
jthe
factory,
'the rolls of the other counties and
Furnished Room, 104 DeVargas St., Book company is spending no less
of 'Standard" make installed with
than $20,000 gathering data on the
T. Willison.
thorough honest workmanship.
they will soon be in shape for the levy Phone 15CW. Mrs.
Get Them Cleaned What? Why, Southwest for publication.
to be made.
Mrs. V.
Accompanied by James A. Harris.
Perhaps the most important action those ostrich plumes.
SANTA FE
tells you how she will do it in Jr., of Cleveland, who is driving the
taken by the board yesterday was the
White car, and A. Lazarnick, of Xew
it.
passing of an order directing the new ad. today. See
Mr.
HARDWARE AND SUPPLY
Break 'up colds remarkably quick. York, an expert photographer,
county assessors to place on the tax
of the pueblo
rolls Ihe property which the railroad Cure la grippe, headache, and neural- Dods will visit the ruins
COMPANY.
accountants asserted had been left off. gia. Zook's Cold Tablets. Get a box of Pecos, the Pecos mission church,
:
the pictographs and ruins on the
jit will be remembered that the rail-- today. Zook's Pharmacy, Inc., succeed'StatldflttT "Vert" Lavatory
and the Pankey ranch. Jesse
(frA i dMils made extensive researches in ing Fischer Drug Co.
of the School of ArchaeoMontezuma
Lodge
Xusbaum,
transfer
in
which
Meet
every
Tonight
county
every
in the past two years was looked up. No. 1, A. F. & A. M., will hold a spec- logy, prepared a log for them and also
to Acoma, Zuni and InA number could not be located on the ial meeting tonight at Masonic. Hall. for the trip
Rock.
welcome.
the
of
name
scription
are
the
Masons
under
cordially
tax rolls, either
Visiting
The Pioneer Bakery, formerly Augrantor or the grantee or by the
This
land.
property
the
di ews bakery, offers bread, cakes and ANOTHER AVIATOR
of
FLIES UPSIDE DOWN.
the assessors will be instructed to list pieB at lowest wholesale rates. Every3. Lieutenant
Lille, France, Oct.
for taxation, if they find it is not. on thing the best. Patronize your home
Pulet of the French army flying corps
the rolls. The total involved in this tukery.
order is about $1,100,000, estimated
Stands the Test A message accep- today followed the example of the
full value, using the consideration in table to all householders
brings a airman Pegoud by flying head downthe case for the test of value. The guarantee that the work of the Santa ward for several seconds in his
state board will not fix the value for Fe Hardware & Supply company will
the assessors, but simply asks that stand any test. See new ad. today.
MODERN
AND
the property be taxed.
Huge Cucumbers Frank P. Sturges PUBLICITY FOR SANTA
FE IS ASSURED
According to the railroad figures, has two Immense cucumbers which
ALWAYS
overlook-lethe various county assessors
were grown in his garden and which
1!U2
property transferred during
he is showing to Elks at the club. One
(Continued from page one).
follows:
LARGE LOBBY
of the cucumbers weighs three and a
!or 1913 and valued as
Bernalillo county, one transfer, half pounds and the other nearly two which means a world wide distribuAND VERANDAS
2H trans-- ;
tion.
pounds.
$4,250, not on 1H12 roll and
not on 1013 roll.
For Fine Kosher Sausage and Deli$180,340
Santa Fe Folder.
fers
totalling
COMFORTABLE PORCH
Marin
II transfers,
Modern
the
$3,062
catessen Meats try
Colfax county,
"In addition to this we have the
SWINGS and ROCKERS
1013.
in
ket. Frank Maurer. proprietor.
New Old Santa Fe folder which we re
ll12, and 16 transfers $18,013
vise every year. This is the folder to
Curry county, 32 transfers, $40,322
Boy Scouts, division 1, Attention!
Service and Cuisine
in
''in 1012, and 30 transfers $37,170,
the Best in the City
Tonight at 7:30 o'clock the first meet- which Dr. Morrow refers. This was
1013.
Ample facilities forlurtre
ing of Division 1 of the Boy Scouts of printed by the Santa Fe railroad and
mm! small banquets.
Dona Ana county, 33 transfers, $38,-- Santa Fe is to be held at the residence given to us free of cost. We send it
in
715 In 1012 and 32 transfers $48,031
of the. Scoutmaster.
Regular monthly tut everywhere.
1013.
"A fifth piece of descriptive litera"hike" tomorrow. L. W. Smith, Scoutin
Eddy county. 33 transfers, $38.15
ture covering the camping, hunting
master.
1912 and 32 transfers $48,031 in 1013.
Oil. Ever try and fishing attractions is being disOlive
Get aood
AMERICAN PLAN
SPECIAL RATES
Eddy county, eight transfers total- Squibbs? Fine You pay a trifle more tributed,
Room With Bath, $3.00 Lp.
ling $6,455 in 1012 and 13 transfers, than for an olive oil you know nothBY THE WEEK
Another method of advertising
Room Without Bath. $2.25 Up.
$37,0005 in 1013.
about, but isn't your health worth Santa Fe is the postcard folder showGrant county, all transfers assessed ing
it? Zook's Pharmacy inc., succeeding ing 21 beautifully colored pictures of
in both years.
the Oldest City.
Co.
14 transfers total-- i Fischer Drug
county,
Guadalupe
Mailing List.
Exercises. Presbyter
Day"
"Rally
seven
1012
transfers,
and
in
ling $8,105
"But this is not all. For the past
next Sunday, Oct.
Ian
school,
Sunday
1913.
in
$8,100
"Be you the fellow month we have been at work on the
in- - 5th, 11 a. m.
Lincoln county, two transfers
to 'Let well enough preparation of three mailing lists. On
satisfied
what's
1012
rolls.
on
not
volving $2,800
the first list are the names of the
in- - alone' when it comes to matters hav
transfers
three
Luna county,
school
inspecialists on tuberculosis in
hading
or,
to
do
with
four
Sunday
1012
and
in
ing
volving $43,315
the United States. Canada and Old
wanta
make
we
be
If
church?"
you
1013.
in
volving $46,080
Mexico.
On the second list are pro
asyou qnainted with our school.
McKinley county, all transfers
SALE CHEAP One Cole's ftssors of archaeology, ethnology and
FOR
sessed.
fifteen
transfers, Hot Blast heating stove, medium size, history throughout North America. On
Mora
county,
Sale Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
the third list will be the names of the
287.
$7,215 in 1012 and 14 transfers $2,085 used three months. Phone
officers of clubs affiliated with the
There will be a special meeting of
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages in 1013.
ALFALFA SEED.
of Women's
Otero county, 19 transfers $14,410 Montezuma lodge this evening at S American Federation
clubs.
in 1013.
assessed
Master
iin
all
The
hall.
in
Masonic
1012;
o'clock
"Those three lists will permit us to
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
and
Quay county, all assessed in 1012 Mason degree will be conferred
of
and one transfer, $750 not on 1011! roll. ail members are urged to be present. appeal to the most desirable class to lnterRio Arriba county, 33 transfers Vlottlnor Msiarma pre pnrdlnllv lnvitied. people that Santa Fe seeks
B,ack $238,395 in 1012 and 23 transfers $15,- The rehearsal of the 15th degree, cst'"
As To Healthseekers.
Phone Black
B97
in laiJ.
Ph45E
scheduled for this
evening at the
are
kind of healthseekers
"What
Roosevelt county, 9 transfers,
lias
FLite
been.
Cathedral,
Scottish
yen trying to bring here?" asked the
not on 1013 rolls.
postponed.
interviewer.
Sandoval county, 11 transfers,
Vacancy Filled The regular monthin 1912 and 9 transfers $14,300 in
"Only those who. are able to mainM.
St.
John's
of
business
meeting
ly
tain themselves for at least a year
1913.
Tile
held
last
was
E.
church
night.
while undergoing the cure and who
San Juan county, 9 transfers,
business was transacted. The are
not on 1912 rolls and two trans- regular .
enough to keep from
intelligent
c
..r. .tmAnl
.1.
me
.
in
mmui UCH'''"
i
vacancy
n, atraata
ti,0
fers $1,100 not on 1013 rolls.
!
Tag-Mrs
of
caused y the resignation
'tne community," replied
San Miguel county, all property in
uoo
nueu
was
ui
uy ine fitrunun
cart
transfers listed for taxafion.
Lutz. The olhce of president is
Those Who Assist.
Santa Fe county, 18 transfers. $5,510 Edna vacant. It is
still
hopea that the
in 1012 and 26 transfers, $10,600 in
"Have
you
any assistance in carrymeet-next
at
filled
the
place will be
1913.
ing out this publicity program?" was
$225 ing.
Sierra county, two transfers,
asked.
Selling Tables The banquet in
not on 1913 assessment roll.
"Yes," was the reply, "the federal,
be
held
will
minister
of
honor
Spain's
$1,015
coTaos county, three transfers,
the state and the city officials
hotel
De
Monday
night,
at
in
the
Vargas
iu 1012 and eight transfers, $18,555
operate in every way,, cheerfully sup-at
were
$2.50
sold
At
tickets
first
1013.
lying us with data and information
Torrance
county, six transfers, each, but in order to allow friends to
a
dinner
"in
party,"
sit
together
$4,160 in 1013.
toUnion county, 90 transfers, $78,279 tables o six seats are being sold
in
in 1012 and 72 transfers $84.47
day. The scheme has met with great
favor. Several tables were sold out
1013.
Valencia county 16 transfers, $8,675 this morning. People in Albuquerque,
in 1012 and 20 transfers $12,000 in Roswell and other cities are sending FINEST QUALITY
LARGEST VARIETY
in orders for tickets and it seems
1013.
will
be representTotal escaped property in 25 coun- that all Xew Mexico
ties in both years. 657 transfers in- ed at the banquet.
! ! !
Who is coughing around your house?
volving property valued according to
Catch a cold now and it is likely to '
the considerations in the sales,
I
How can heat and cook 'aster, better, cheaper?
stay all winter. We make strong
t
demonstrate to you their Cook Stoves,
Let
claims for our cough and cold remedy.
South Bend Malleable Ranges and Oak Heaters; they are not betTomorrow.
Try it by all means. Zook's Pharmacy
Hearing
Express
ter than the best, but better than the rest. They have a gerat vaThe informal hearing on the Xew Inc., succeeding Fischer Drug Co.
Mexico express rate situation will be
"My Friend From India" This is
riety of models at almost any price.
Don't think that old range is "good enough for you." The differheld tomorrow before the state cor- the title of a farce comedy which will
sOme
ence in fuel alone in six months will pay for a new one.
poration commission. N. K. Lockwood. be presented at the Elks theater
Besides, remember there is a great difference between "the mail
traffic manager of the Wells, Fargo time this month for the benefit of the
the receipts
order guarantee covering defective material and workmanship" and
"GILT EDGE" the only ladira'ehoe drefilnf that
Expres Bcompany, of San Francisco, Santa Fe Woman's Club,
their "guarantee of perfect satisfaction." Always dependable.
will be here, as well as a representa- going toward paying for the beautiful positively contains Oil. Blacks and Polishes ladies'
and children's boots and shoes, shlaef without rubclub
the
purchased
Globe
tive of the
Express company, Stelnway piano
bing. 25c. "FBENCH GLOSS." UK.
combination for clcanlnfl and pliskinf
The United States and the Adams some time ago. William Mackaye allDANDY"
kinds of russet or tan shoes, 25c. "STAB" size, 10c
is
and
author
playwright,
will be represented by Mr. Lockwood. Caldwell,
WHITE"
(in mold form with sponge) aukk-l"QCICIl
managing the affair at the request of
also.
deans and wkHcns dirty canvas shoes. 10C.&26C
ALBO cleans ami whitens BUCK. NDBUCK.
some of the clubwomen and will take
old man. SB5 nd CANVAS SHOES. In round white cakesthe Dart of the newly-ricPardoned from Reform School.
packed in Bine boxes, with sponge, 10c. In handlarse aluminum boxes, with sponga, sec
Ira Brown, colored, who in N'ovem-jbe- There are seven other parts to he some,
If roar dealer does not keep the kind von want, send ns
men.
three
and
the price In ptampsfor fnlfslte package, charves paid.
1909, was sentenced from Luna given out four ladies
WHITTEMORE BROS.
CO.,
'county to the state reform school for Later on Mr. Caldwell Intends to preAlbany Straat, Camkrldo, Mann,
from 5 to 6 years, has been pardoned sent his own play. "A Tale of Christ
The Oldest and Largest Manufacturer of
Shot Polishes in the Warli.
conditionally by Governor McDonald, mas Eve."
VvKKiiiloy
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and sending us letters (as was noticed
in the New Mexican Wednesday) so
that we may reach a prospect. The
railroads also have awakened to the
importance of Santa Fe as a tourist
.
city and as a city to bring them
Of course It is a subject of regret that the legislature failed to provide for a bureau of immigration adding greatly to the output of literature
about the state."
"And how about the School of Amer
ican Archaeology?" asked the reporter.
"The School of American Archaeology has long been recognized by
the chamber of commerce not only as
an important asset to Santa Fe, but
to the state of New Mexico. As an institution it should enjoy world-widfame. The chamber of commerce has
n.ade efforts to get this recognition.
It has invited the Congress of Americanists to visit Santa Fe; in all of
its literature it has called attention to
the presence of this school in Santa Fe
t.nd has devoted more space to the
school than to any other feature.
"A Disappointment."
"But under its present directorship,
the 'school has proved a disappointment from year to year. The attend
nnce has dwindled, as has been statej
in the local papers."
"But why this lack of interest in the
school?" was asked.
president.
"Why?" repeated the
"Because first of all a man is needed
who is not merely a promoter but who
an archaeologist in
i;i recognized as
scientific circles and who is able to
obtain the endorsement of the leading
universities of the east.. Since the
first year we have been able to draw
few, if any, students from the more
important institutions of learning of
the country. As long as the profes
sors and instructors distrust the scientific status of the school, just so long
will they continue to discourage the

IT ..
C

LOCAL ITEMS.

The Tests of Plumbing Equipment

i
'

OCTOBER

3, 1913.

lElegant Line
SHAPES

LATEST

IN THE

n Plush, Velour, Felt, Beaver.
Velvet, Silk, Satin, Moire Hats,
together with a most beautiful
line of novelties in Ribbons,
Bands, Fancy and Ostrich Feath-:er- s,
Etc., are shown at

busi-i.tss-

.le-w-

Grocery, Bakery and Market,

Auto Delivery Every Hour

TWO

Notaries Appointed.
The following were commissioned
Evaristo
notary publics yesterday:
(ireigo, Sena, San .Miguel county;
Anton
A. (iriuslead,
Portales;
.Mayer, Socorro.

ORDERS ALL PASSED

FRIDAY,

jMISSA. MUGLER
CORNER PLAZA.

SOUTHEAST

students who take their courses from
coming to Santa Fe. It does Santa
Fe no good to attract a few dabblers
every year during the summer session. The students whose good opinion we wish to cultivate and who can
dc this town the most lasting
good
throughout the country are those who
are making archaeology their life
work.
"Furthermore we need a man at the
head of the school who is able to devote more than a few weeks of the
year to what we consider and should
be made the greatest institution in the
country.
"It is obvious that no school can
flourish under an absentee directorship.
Praises Regents.
"In spite of thiB handicap the members of the board of regents of the
New Mexico Museum are doing their
utmost to make the museum a verit-al- e
monument to the oldest city and
state. It is due solely to their orders that the splendid restoration of
the Spanish portale is under way. It
is also due to their
that the chamber of commerce of
Santa Fe has been secure in its tenure of a most appropriate room for
our organization."
s
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i
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The "Hang" of
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Always Stop

at

Your Overcoat
will at once reveal
artistic workman-

the Ancient City's Pride,

ship and fabric

goodness if made
expressly for you

famous
Chicago tailors,
by our

Ed. V. Price & Co.
Have us send them your measure and
secure
appearance, quality
and economy in your clothes.
ultra-styli-

!

HOTEL DE VARGAS

Hundreds of new and desirable Autumn
Winter weaves await your inspection and your selection now will unquestionably proclaim your
Better leave your measure today.
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WHOLESALE

style-leadersh- ip.

AND RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain,

Potatoes and Salt.

CATRON BLOCK,

LEO HERSCH

FLOWERS
The Clarendon Garden.

$11,-97-

$14.-05- 0
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MEN'S STORE.
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,To STUDY VALUE 5
COMES To US. WL
HAVE LEARNED To

j

The Reliable Hardware Store.

III

MAKEJhI PRICE

RI4HT50"WECAN
KEEP TOUR.

I

RAPE

MAN IS ALWAYS
WELL' IT'S SCHOOL TIME AGAIN. A SMART
.c ueVrp TOO LATE TO LEARN. WE ARE ALWAYS
BUSI- HARDWARE
WILING TO LEARN ANYTHING NEW ABOUT
.

-r

N.EiS..

WHEN

ANYTHING

NEW

inc.

nnounnnc

like.

WE HAVE
aa. r.PT IT FOR OUR CUSTOMERS.
PA
ARE "ILL STUDYING OUR
WE
AND
BUSINESS
OUR
STUDIED
T
ourri-anu
iu
inTinnj
TRONS' REQUIREMENTS,
HONEST HARDWARE AT HONEST PRICES.

mm ......

WOOD DAVIS HARDWARE
--

PHONE 14.

"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE

HAVE

COMPANY.
IT.'

PHONE

14.

